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Welcome Back!

Four Juniors Battle for FUSA Top Spot
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
Juniors Chris Duffy, Alison O'Shea, Jennifer Paventi and
Steve Shannon bound out of the
starting blocks this week, as they
begin the race for FUSA presidency, stressing communication
and a strong commitment to student input and change.
Each candidate, however,
is standing on very distinct platforms that highlight the many diverse issues facing students at
Fairfield University.
Duffy, an English major
from Summit, New Jersey, is currently the president of IRHG and
has served as president of the
Campion RHG last year. He has
established ten goals to aim for if
he is elected.
"FUSA is the student
organization and that should be
stressed next year," said Duffy,
who has also served on the Long
Range Planning Student Life
Subcommittee. "As such, I want
to lay the groundwork of establishing better communication throughout FUSA and promoting leadership training. From there we can
tackle such problems as beach
student and town resident relations and the lack of attention to
the needs and wishes of AHANA

Clockwise from upper left, Chris Duffy; Alison O'Shea; Jen Paventi; Steve Shannon
students."
His platform also includes
amending the FUSA Constitution
during the Constitutional Convention in 1992 so that it includes a
defined committment to diversity,
bolstering school spirit through

increased support and enthusiasm
for all sports, varsity and club and
setting-up a student run book exchange to provide an alternative to
the school bookstore.
O'Shea a business major
from Fairfield, Connecticut is the

K. Guterl

FUSA Co-Chairperson of Student
Entertainment Committee and has
served as Chairperson of Council
of Student Organizations. She has
served on FUSA Senate and participated in Orientation '91 as
Chairperson of Special Events.

O'Shea wants to be the
resource and problem solver students turn to when they need to
know where to go to solve their
problems and air their concerns.
"When students have a
problem, there is much misdirection and many students don't know
where to turn, for any such complaint from the confusion students
often face with the Quick Center
ticket policy for students to deep
concern about housing, " said
O'Shea.
O'Shea plans to tackle the
problems that have been at issue
for many years, such as the need
for more weekend and non-alcoholic programming and an increased commitment to co-programming between FUSA, IRHG
and the many clubs on campus.
Paventi, a economics
major from Brooklyn, New York,
is also from a FUSA background
as she serves as the Director of
Academics on the cabinet. She is
a resident advisor in Regis and
currently sits on the University
Curriculum Committee and Library Committee. In the past she
was co-chair of Sibling Weekend.
Her behind the scenes
work has led her to focus on areas

(continued on p. 3)

Audience Experiences Benson and Stack Selected as
f
Hypnotic Effect
Orientation 92 Co-Chairs
Emily Okenquist
News Editor

Members of the Fairfield University Community
marveled at the talents of hypnotist Jim Wand last
Saturday evening. Sponsored by IRHG, this event drew a
soldout crowd to the Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts.
Through hypnotism, Wand caused the 25 people on stage,
sitting in boy-girl-boy-girl order, to act in ways they
normally would not. He hypnotized the men into
believing they were six months, then nine months,
pregnant, then led them to believe they were actually
holding a baby, asking them, "How did this happen?!"
Wand also convinced everyone that they were in sunny,
warm Maui, as they pretended to apply suntan lotion.
These are just a sampling of the entertainment Wand
provided. In the photograph above, a hypnotized Kevin
Johnson '93 sings Madonna's "Like A Virgin" with the
assistance of his back-up singers. See story page 13.

Jennifer Benson and Monica
Stack prepare to welcome next
year's freshmen to Fairfield University, as the two sophomores lead
the junior class in this event as Orientation '92 Co-Chairs.
Benson, a marketing major
from Lakeforest, IL, and Stack, a
sociology major from Ellington,
CT, secured the positions with their
ability to motivate people and their
great enthusiasm for the program.
"We chose the two best
people," said Fran Koerting, Judicial Officer and Director of Orientation. "Jen and Monica both have
excellent leadership skills, and their
personalities balanced each other
very well."
Individual interviews in front
of a panel consisting of last year's
Co-Chairs, an Resident Advisor
representative, a Freshman Facilitator representative, and Koerting
determined the selection of the
Orientation leaders. Candidates
also submitted an application and
three letters of recommendation.
"We want to make Orientation entertaining and emphasize
creative activities," said Benson.
"We don't want the programs to be
a task."
Because of the great commitment involved in planning
Orientation, the committee sought
leaders who could balance their
time between activities. Benson
and Stack will spend approximately
20 hours a week this semester, for
two weeks during the Summer

Orientation, and during the September Orientation assuring that
the Class of '96 arrives at Fairfield
in style.
"We have last year's Orientation to build on which we'll use
as a reference, but we want to make
this our own program," said Stack,
in reference to the new Orientation
established in 1991 which introduced the Summer Program.
As Benson and Stack are still
in the planning stages, nothing
definite has been established yet,
though they have some ideas and
changes in mind which they will
bounce off their 11-person staff
after they are chosen later in the
month.
"After the Sub-Chairs are
chosen, we'll assign duties and
come up with a theme, probably
about what it is like to come to
college for the first time," said
Benson.

"Last year's committee gave
us evaluations on what could be
improved, though some things will
remain the same," added Benson.
More Sub-Chairs will be
needed for unloading as students
move into one additional dorm than
last year since Gonzaga will now
house freshmen. COSO will assume responsibility of the Activities Fair, previously left up to the
Orientation committee, and
changes will be made in the Parents ' Orientation taking place over
the summer.
"We received glowing evaluations and good suggestions for
the Parents' Orientation," said
Koerting, which was also new to
last year's program.
"We're going to make some
schedule changes, but I want to
leave the specifics up to the students. I want it to be their program."
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Fairfield Tutors Committed
to Inner-City Kids
Sal Fazzino
Contributing Writer
This semester, over 30 Fairfield students will again go to Harding High School in Bridgeport to
tutor its students, commiting one
or two hours a week to work with
underprivileged, inner-city teenagers.
They become a valuable part
of the students life, encouraging
them and helping them attain their
goals.
The Fairfield students serve
as role models and relay to these
kids messages of hope and genuine concern by exposing them to
another side of life, and leaving
them with the important feeling
that someone else cares about them.
The Harding High tutoring
program offers Fairfield students
three options and much flexibility.
Students can go during their school
day and assist a teacher by work-

ing with a small group of students,
or with one student who needs
help. Fairfield students can also
work with special education and
learning disabled students.
There is also the option of
going after school once a week,
Monday through Thursday, to
assist in a supervised program,
helping students with homework
or studying for a test.
Our independent group
needs Fairfield students of all interest and backgrounds to join us.
If you believe in the value of education, and can see the problems
that exist in our system, then this
program provides you with both
the experience of working with another side of life, and making a
difference through your service and
dedication.
With such a small commitment, one to two hours per week,
the available options, and transportation being available, we hope

to get more students, esp. more
Fairfield University men, involved
so we can build upon our growing
relationship with Harding High
School and its students.
We will be having a general
information an organizational
meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. in
Canisius 307 for all interested in
joining us. If you cannot come
tonight, please contact Cornelia
Dinnean or Sal Fazzino, 254-5636,
for information as soon as possible.
The Harding High Tutoring
Corps, is supervised by Cornelia
Dinnean and the Faith, Peace, and
Justice Department.
Its success reflects the hard
work and dedication Kori and the
department have exhibited in organizing such an effort and utilizing all facilities possible to make
this program work for both the
Fairfield tutors and the Harding
students.

Mission Volunteers Head for
Third World Service Work
Campus Ministry's Mission
Volunteer Program, now entering
its third year, will expand this
spring and summer by sending 38
volunteers to Ecuador, Jamaica,
and Mexico, as well as by sponsoring three graduating seniors for a
year of mission service in Ecuador.
Last May, 34 Fairfield volunteers traveled to Duran, Ecuador, Kingston, Jamaica, and Portau-Prince, Haiti, for a two-week
service experience.
This May, 38 students, faculty, and administrators will travel
to Oaxaca, Mexico. Because of the
political and social turmoil in Haiti,
volunteers will not return this year,
but hopefully the trip will resume
next year.
Volunteers to Duran, Ecuador, include sophomores Daniel
Connolly, Tricia Dawson, and
James McDonnell, juniors Kimberly Boniface, Holly Butler, Lisa

DeRosa, Christopher Duffy, Richard Fleitas, Kathleen Latek, Kristen McNicholas, Wendy Precious,
Jedediah Smith, and Ricardo
Zayas, and Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J.,
University Chaplin, Dr. Suzanne
MacAvoy, professor of Nursing,
and Patrick Rombalski, Associate
Director of Residence Life.
Volunteers to Kingston,
Jamaicam include sophomores
Jessica Bannon, Michael Kurdziel,
and Kathryn Moore, juniors Anne
Marie Cronin, John Fink, Joanne
Greene, Raymond McAndrew,
Jeffrey Mezzocchi, Amy Schermerhorn, and Lori Willitts, and
Rev. James Hayes, S.J., Assistant
University Chaplin, and Rev.
Michael Boughton, S.J., University Rector.
Volunteers to Oaxaca,
Mexico include sophomores Meg
Flynn, Scott McCafferty, Kenneth
Nippes, and Patricia Sullivan,
juniors Kevin Johnson, Maureen

Logan, Jennifer Paventi, and Eric
Simms, and Rev. Joseph Schad,
S.J., professor of Fine Arts, and
Gwen Vendley, Director of the
Freshmen Experience Program.
On July 7, 1992, Ed Hardiman, Tom Stopka, and Eileen
Lopez, all from the Class of '92,
will begin a full year of Mission
Volunteer work in Duran, Ecuador, living in a community of
volunteers in the Santa Marianita
parish. They will return with the
Fairfield Mission Volunteer group
in June 1993.
This program plans to include more students in future trips,
as well as more faculty participation through a special trop planned
for Christmas Break 1992.
For more information about
the Mission Volunteer program,
contact Fr. Carrier at the Arrupe
Ministry Center or Pat Rombalski
at the Office of Residence Life in
Dolan Hall.

Campus Crier
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., University President, has announced that Fairfield University has raised over $42 million in gifts
and pledges in the past four years, surpassing the goal of $35.6 million.
The final total will be announced in the spring.
The University previously announced that total gifts of $6.1
million including pledge payments were received in 1990-91.
In order for Continuing Education students to accelerate their
progress, Fairfield has implimented Weekday College. Classes are
now offered on Tuesday and Thursday mornings and afternoons, in
addition to the traditional evening program.
IRHG is sponsoring a Suitcase Dance on Friday, January 24 in the Oak Room at 9 p.m. Admission
is $4.
"Get Happy! The Songs of Harold Arlen" will be held in the Kelley Theatre of the Quick Center at
8 p.m. on January 24 and 25.
The Class of '95 will hold their Class Mass in the Chapel at 8:30 p.m. on Sunday, January 26.
The Fairfield University Jazz Ensemble will perform a Jazz and Rock Concert at the Wein Experimental Theatre in the Quick Center on Thursday, February 6 at 9 p.m. Tickets are $10 and $5. For more
information, call the Box Office at 254-4010.
The Paul L. Jones Fund of Meriden, CT, has donated $20,000 for scholarships for students in the
Fairfield School of Nursing who are in need of financial aid. The scholarships will be available to residents
of Connecticut.
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Cheers

Boos

to...the snow on Monday,
snow ball fights and all the winter
sports that accompanied it...to
Saturday morning omelettes...to
Winter Wonderland Concert...to
Gl 12...to the Hypnotist Show...to
Weakies playing the "Skippy"
game...to house #l...to Weakies
going to Compton, you stupid...to
the doubleteam birthday party...to
being legal...to the doubleteam
casualty.. .to soliloquies to TH bathroom mirrors...to Wallyball
games...to a relaxing Christmas
break...to a first job interview,
hopefully many more will
continue.. .to Monday' s day-off... to
dancing up a storm....to the Muppet Motel...to toothpicks instead
of light savers...to nocturnal fun...to
a dozen yellow roses...to New
Year's Eve at Fairfield with
friends...to no longer being a
teenager...to When I Woke...to
Fabulous Fridays making a
comeback...to snowball fights after Mass.. .to the cutest man alive...

to...the cold weather and
coldnoses...to the music at
Master's...to friends who don't
return calls. ..to old boyfriends who
keep coming back...to California
being rainy for vacationing Weakies, what is this weakness?...to
people who try to be weak, give it
up...to looking for a job when there
aren't any....to having to do 12
papers...to shaving accidents...to
hospital visits on New Year's
Eve...to freshmen who try to steal
taps (again!)...to returning to
homework, tests, and papers...to
people who keep canceling appointments for no apparent
reason...to low grades you don't
deserve...toongoing headaches...to
teachers who let you out of class
late.. .to an aching wrist after a game
of Wallyball... to food shopping...to
the gases released in Jogues
Hall...to sqeaky wet feet as you
walk down the hall...to
backaches...to snow balls down the
back of your coat..

Write for the Mirrorl
Our first meeting of the semester will
be on Monday, January 27 at 8:00 in
the Bannow 3rd Floor Lounge

Classifieds
Alaska Summer Employment - Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month.
Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program, call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 259.
Earn $2000 + Free Spring Break Trips! North America's #1 Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations, fraternities and sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona and Panama City! Call 1(800)724-1555.
Spring Break from $199 CANCUN, BAHAMAS, DAYTONA
AND PANAMA CITY. Includes 7 nights, free beach party, free
nightclum admissions and more! Book with the Best - Don't Settle for
Less! 1(800)724-1555.
Help Wanted: Camp Counselors wanted at beautiful residential
summer camp for girls in Vermont. Gymnastics, tennis, field sports,
sailing, canoeing, ceramics, arts/crafts, dance, drama, and tripping.
Strong skills, good moral character & love of children a must.
Academic credit available. Mid-June to Mid- August. Female, non
smokers. Contact Lochearn Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, VT. 05058
1-800-235-6659.
Spring Break 92 - Cancun, Mx - prices from $299 - Featuring the
Oasis Cancun Hotel! Other lower priced hotels available. Guaranteed lowest prices on campus!!! For more info call Advance Travel
at 800-755-7996. Reservation lines open from 9 a.m. -10 p.m. daily.
Fundraiser: We're looking for student organizations interested in
making $500-$1500 for a one week marketing project on campus.
Must be organized and hard working. Call Betsy at 1-215-732-1800
ext. 114.
You've Only Got One Week to Live! Do It Right: Spring Break JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN, MARGARITA from $369!!
Organize Group Travel Free! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Spring Break Price-Buster Vacations! JAMAICA, BAHAMAS
including airfare, great hotel, and much more from only $599. Buy
from the#l name you trust for quality vacations. Four Seasons 1-800331-3136.
Spring Break 92 - JAMAICA from $439, CANCUN from $429,
FLORIDA from $119. Travel Free! Organize a small group. For info
and reservations call STS 1-800-648-4849.
For Sale: Sleeper Couch in good condition - $45. Double bed boxspring, mattress and frame - $75. Call Alison at 367-3742 or 254\;4000 ext. 4080.
y
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Congressman Shays
Addresses Political Concerns

Poisonous Fumes
Released in Jogues

Debra DeShong
Assistant News Editor
Congressman Christopher
Shays, who represents the fourth
district of Connecticut, addressed
an audience concerned about
political issues last Thursday in a
crowed Campus Center. The impressive attendance and extensive
number of questions Shays received indicates that many Americans want answers from their Republican representatives.
Shays made a few brief
remarks about Congress and why
people are so frustrated with their
lack of progress. He said, "People
ask themselves, 'Why do they
[Congress] do such stupid things?'"
In response, he compared
Congress to a football team with
good players but a losing record.
He explained that the center has
lost control, and the extreme left
and the extreme right are fighting
for power, subsequently canceling
each other out. He feels that "things
will turn around when the center
gains control."
A majority of the questions
Shays fieldedregarded the economy. "The bottom line is we must
reduce the deficit, cut defense, and
in the future, raise taxes," Shays
said. When asked if Congress could
cut taxes to increase personal
spending, he said that was impossible with a $400 billion deficit.
The issue of national health
care is a current concern of many

Eight students required medical attention Monday after fumes
containing sulphur dioxide were released from the chimney in Jogues
Hall. Five students were taken to St. Vincent's Medical Center in Bridgeport, and three to the University Health Center.
They were all checked and released as their tests proved negative.
The residents of Jogues sensed an odd odor around 9:30 p.m.
Mondya evening after a piece of terra cotta from the chimney fell inside
and caused fumes to enter some of the students' rooms. University
Security and the Fairfield Fire Department were contacted, and a University employee discovered the problem.
Approximately 35 students have been relocated from the fourth
floor until the chimney is repaired. The work was expected to take from
five to 10 hours.
Congressman Christopher Shays
audience in the Campus Center.
due to the fact that the millions of
Americans without coverage are
advocating a change. Shays said
that no one believes that it should
not exist, but at the same time, no
Congressman has an answer because there is none. Shays will not
vote for national health care until a
good effort to control doctor and
hospital costs emerges.
Shays discussed issues such
as the new Commonwealth of the
New Republic. "They are moving
as fast as they can, and we should
provide food, but be careful not to
put money down a deep hole."
Regarding Pat Buchanan,
the Republican candidate challenging Bush for the Republican ticket,
Shays feels that Buchanan is
contradictory andis exploiting
some issues for the sake of gaining
attention for his campaign.
Shays feels that we are not

discusses issues concerning his
photo: K. Guterl
really fighting the war on drugs
because if we were, we would use
all of our resources to win. Shays
feels we are not spending what is
necessary to conquer drugs. He
said education is the most effective and inexpensive way to fight
it. He also feels that one of the
ways to combat drugs in the cities
is to build an economic base in
cities that have lost big businesses
to the safer rural areas. More business brings more money to spend
on programs to combat drug use.
Concerning President Bush,
Shays said he is out of touch with
middle America because if he
understood issues affecting them,
he would not be making the decisions he is.
In all respects Shays remained optimistic about the condition of the United States and what
it will take to bring it back to life.

FUSA Presidency Candidates
(continued from p. 1)
that she believes students should
have more input and power.
"I want a spreading outward of communication both in
FUSA and out to the students rather
than traveling from top to bottom
and vice versa so more people can
become involved in the processes
that directly effect them," said
Paventi. "I want to work to make
FUSA more of a government rather
than an association as it is now
named."
"We need to be able to
have input in our curriculum, the
way the food service is run and
what programs we want offered
by the student government," she
added.
Paventi provides dual
campain goals from both behind
the scenes and in the more visible
product of programming. She proposes to set up sub-committees
under the FUSA Director of Academics that would consist of representatives from each major that
would meet with their respective
deans monthly or bimonthly, so
that concerns and issues could be
aired and students could provide
input for decisions.
For programming she
wants to work for an outdoor concert and joint efforts with other
clubs.
Shannon, a political science major from Western Spring,
Illinois, has outlined a proposed
agenda to suit the needs of a student body that he sees as changing.
"FUSA has much potential and is a great organization, but
there are areas in which it can
improve so as to serve the student
body," said Shannon, who has had
past leadership experience as the
Co-Chair for Orientation '91. a team
leader in the Peer Counselors pro-

gram, as a Freshman Facilitator
and in his current role as Co-Director of Campus Center Programming.
"One area I think FUSA
can help students with is in the way
the student body is represented in
the media, both locally and nationally, because there are many good
things the student body does,
however the media picks up only
the bad things," he added.
To create a more balanced
depiction of the students Shannon
proposes to institute a publicity
coordinator, as is done in other
schools, according to Shannon, to
alert local and national media outlets through releases of big events
and programs.
"With only the bad stories in the news the hostility will
continue towards the student beach
residents from the town residents,"
he added.
He would also work to
strengthen FUSA support of
FUB A, through increased funding

and stronger support.
Duffy also proposed increasing the organizational support towards the group.
All four stressed the
importance of getting clubs involved in FUSA so that more programs could be planned and clubs
could obtain more visibility on
campus.
All four candidates also
plan to reorganize the FUSA cabinet and facilitate communication.
The four candidates will
be reduced to two after the primaries next Tuesday, and those two
will batttle for
the presidency
on February, 4.
Polls are open
from 10 a.m.-7
p.m. both days
in both the Campus Center and
Dolan. Freshman may only
vote at Dolan.

The FUSA
Presidential
Primary Debate
today at 12:45 p.m.
in the
Campus Center Lobby.
Come and hear what
the FUSA candidates
have to say about the
hottest topics on
campus.
Sponsored by The Mirror

Volunteers Needed
for Safe Rides
Richard Toy
Contributing Writer
Safe Rides began last semester following the hard-work
and dedication of students who
saw the need for such a program at
Fairfield. They worked to change
the views of the administration and
were allowed to begin with a university fund and a base of operation. The first weekend reflected
the necessity for the program as
volunteers received a dozen calls.
The majority of students
using Safe Rides expressed the
need for the program as well as
their gratitude for the safe and
confidential ride to campus. However, the student usage was not
matched with student volunteers.
The same people dedicated every

weekend toward operating the
program, sacrificing many nights
to insure the safety of their fellow
students. This dedication cannot
continue without the help of all
people who have used Safe Rides
or those who want to insure the
safety of the Fairfield Community.
This means we need volunteers who could givie up several
weekend nights a semester to answer phones or field calls. The administration had enough faith in us
to allow us to initiate this program
and it is our turn to return the favor.
For information on becoming a part of the program, please
contact Denise Fulco orRenee Williams 254-5624 Without your help
Safe Rides will fail and the problems of drinking and driving may
become painfully obvious.

Make a New Year's
Resolution to Quit Smoking
Resolve to quit smoking. The trained counselors at the Cancer
Information Service can help. The National Cancer Institute has developed a support program for quitters. Everyone knows why you
should quit - lung cancer, heart disease, oral cancer, bladder cancer.
Now learn how to quit. A quiz, "Why Do You Smoke?" helps
determine smoking patterns. To avoid a relapse, learn the triggers that
give a smoker the urge to smoke, develop ways to avoid them and
practice relaxation techniques to reinforce the stop smoking plan.
Within eight hours of quitting, there is a decline in the carbon
monoxide level in a quitter's blood. Non-smokers smell better,
breathe easier, are richer. Maybe $1000 richer if they were a pack a
day smoker. Don't light up - call up a stop smoking counselor at the
VCancer Information Service 1-800-4-CANCER.
J

255-4430
TICK TACK TOE

39 Unquowa Rd, Ffld, Center
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(NEW) Party/Cocktail Dresses
for your Special Occasions

ft

* Free manicure with purchase of party/cocktail
dress purchased before March 15th
•

3

Komil Graduation Dresses
•

Naot Health Sandels
C5

•

Jewelery + the rest!!
SALE TIME TO 75% OFF
LAST TWO WEEKS HURRY!!
10:30 P.M. • CLOSED SUNDAY

5
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TANNING
Children's
Helmets
Pullover & Zipper Front

59"

Ski Bibs Adult & Youth 39^

SHELLS $44"

Shell Pants Waterproof dZV'

1 MONTH
UNLIMITED
$39.00

AND

Used Package • ShHs. Boots, Bindings, Poles $99 oo
'Neui' Jr.
Ski Package •
Boots
Rossi 900 ST
Nordica 982
Nordica 757
Dolomite 262
Raichle 277
Tehica-Ladys

Rossi
Atomic

Hart Solomon
Marker Turolia

Reg

Sale

Skfis

470
435
310
225
230
180

359
289
199
99
150
89

K2Gyrator
K25500
Rossi 4S
Rossi DV6
Atomic 547
Hart Comp.

li; EVmdinqs

5alomon 57 Junior
fyrolia 570
|% Marker 48 Titanium
Marker AA-38 Full
| Marker M-27
Salomon 957 Comp.

I.

Reg
325
450
475
475
395
475

$

10900

Sale

199
289
299
379
259
319

Reg sate
120 79
190 119
265 219
205 169
160 119
220 159

WINTER TANNING SPECIAL

jdp'i. SKI SHOP

1925 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE, FAIRFIELD CT
BEHIND FINAST

2090 Black Rock Turnpike • Fairfield • 367-1829

579-9421

Mon.-Fri. 10-8 • Sat. 10-6 • Sun. 11-4

MBA
PH.D.

WHOPPER PLEASE:
NO PICKLES, NO ONIONS, NO TOMATOES,

IF YOU DON'T HAVE THE NUMBERS,
You WON'T GET THE LETTERS.

GRAD SCHOOL
"HOW TO GET IN"
A SEMINAR PRESENTED BY

THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP
• WHAT ARE THEY REALLY LIKE?
• HOW TO GET THE BEST POSSIBLE SCORE.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1992
8:00 P.M.
TOWNHOUSE 1 13
(FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY)

STAMFORD

FAIRFIELD U. STUDENTS!
15% Discount
on all menu items with your school I.D.!

• 324-3090

.THE.

EDUCATIONAL GROUP
SEATING IS LIMITED SO PLEASE RSVP
TO RESERVE A SPACE AT OUR LOCATION

Burger King in Fairfield.
Just down the road from
Blockbuster, near Bradlees &
Caldor.
Discount not good
w/any other offer.
Expires 6-1-92

Features
Students Plunge into Poverty
The Fairfield Mirror

Fairfield students experience life in Bridgeport
Kevin Johnson
Contributing Writer
Winter break is my favorite vacation during the academic
year. This is the time where I can
relax and unwind after a stressfilled exam period, tons of meetings, and the craziness of Christmas.
This year's break was
much more rewarding and, ironi-

enced city life with no punches
pulled. We confronted poverty
and saw the people who were in
need. We heard the tales of drug
wars and gang violence and yet we
learned of the positive roles which
the gangs play in the lives of those
who have no family to cling to. We
were scared and tired sometimes,
thoughtful and delighted at other
times.
Overall, this immersion

Dawn Esposito, Mike Loughlin, Jen Monahan, Sun McGuirk
cally, I learned more over the break into the city left us with feelings
than I could learn in any semester. that were hard to deal with on our
If you had told me that I own. Each night, before ending
would not only be spending time in the day' s events, we sat around and
the East Side of Bridgeport with a talked. We discussed the uneasigroup of Fairfield students I hardly ness we felt at Merton House, a
knew, but that I would love it, I soup kitchen where we worked.
would have told you that you were We talked about the sadness we
crazy. But that was the experience felt after experiencing "The Sunof nineteen of us Fairfield students shine Kids," children whose paras we came back a week early from ents were either dying or had died
our Christmas break to "plunge" because of AIDS.
into urban life.
We did so much in just
The "Urban Plunge" pro- one week's time that I do not think
gram is in its second year. During it is possible to list everything.
the week in Bridgeport we experi- Between tutoring kids in inner-

city schools, serving food at soup
kitchens, visiting the jail and the
courts, we were kept very busy.
But what took up most of
our time was learning. Nineteen
very different people, varying in
majors, political stances, and spirituality, encountered the city in a
way that no one can explain. If
someone had asked us before we
left what we thought should be
done in Bridgeport, I do not think
we would have given the same
answer.
Now after our experience, I am sure that we would all
respond the same: give Bridgeport
attention and time. And that is
what we are going to do.
Now that we have come
back to Fairfield we do not want to
forget the lessons of love and attention that we encountered in
Bridgeport. Members of the Urban Plunge are still meeting and
discussing ways that Fairfield
University can spend time with
Bridgeport.
Volunteers are still going
back to help with kids and adults
and we are still learning what can
be done to save Bridgeport and
cities like it around the world.
If you would like to find
out how to get involved in this
incredible program, take part in
any volunteer work in the city,
learn more about the different
aspects in Bridgeport, or go on the
next Urban Plunge, please contact
Fr. Holland in Campus Ministry.

Whatever IT was, IT was a Success
Jennifer Delos Santos
Staff Writer

IT was held Saturday,
January 18,1992 at the Black Box
at the Regina A. Quick Center. IT
had a better-than-expected turnout.
IT was a pleasant surprise to the
nearly 200 people who attended.
What exactly is IT all
about? That nagging question
about this IT that has been festering in the back of everyone's mind
will now be alleviated.
IT was the first studentrun dance club on the Fairfield
University campus.
Did you miss IT?
At first, many were skeptical about IT. You probably heard
passersby or your very own friends
blabbering on about the IT signs
that plagued innocent people at
each turn. You yourself have
probably been trying to figure out
this enigmatic sign. Was IT a

study held by the Psychology
Department? Was it a test to see
what kinds of phrases the students
would come up with to alter the
signs? What is in the subconscious
mind of the typical Fairfield student?
IT was all a mystery until
the fateful night of January 18th.
IT had to compete with the
townhouses where, of course,
everyone on campus was planning
to go, especially since it was the
first weekend back from Christmas break.
Despite all other tempting campus "activities," the Black
Box had a large turnout.
Basically, IT was a black,
square-ish room, with a bunch of
whirling, lysergic acid diethylamide-like lights and House, Club,
and Post Modern music booming
throughout. 2 Fierce DJ Crew
provided the music and bouncers
provided the muscle. However,

those were the basics. Combined
with live bodies and their Gumby
moves (not really), the Black Box
turned into something out of the
New York City club scene.
In the beginning huge
clusters of people gathered around
the dance floor, not quite sure if
they should venture forth. But one
nudge led to another and before
they knew it, the students were in
the midst of people actually having a good time.
In addition to having a
good time, those students who attended were being conscientious
as well; all proceeds were donated
to the AIDS cause.
The Black Box was also
sponsored by a variety of clubs on
campus.
If the popularity of the
Black Box continues, IT has a good
chance of becoming a permanent
fixture in the social scene of Fairfield University.

College Grads Reap Rich Experience as Volunteers
Patricia A.E. Rodgers
Director of VISTA
(News,USA)-InSedalia,
Missouri, members of Volunteers
In Service To America (VISTA)
are helping disabled men and
women live independently. On the
Tule River Indian Reservation in
Porterville, California, they are
working to establish a group home
for troubled and homeless young
people. And in Tennessee, VISTA
volunteers are visiting prisons,
factories and housing projects,
enrolling people of all ages in literacy programs.
More than 3,300 VISTA
volunteers are serving in low-income communities across America, and, increasingly, recent college graduates are joining their
ranks. By serving in VISTA, they
know the deep satisfaction of
making a difference where needs

are great and problems may seem
overwhelming.
For recent graduates,
VISTA service offers special challenges and rare experience —
experience which, in terms of career development, is hard to match.
As they mobilize communities to
build resources and solve problems, VISTA volunteers assume a
degree of responsibility that few
entry-level positions offer. They
manage organizations, oversee
substantial budgets, develop new
programs, work with local officials and community leaders and
conduct volunteer recruitment
drives.
VISTA service also benefits some graduates by allowing
them to defer student loans or have
Perkins Loans partially cancelled.
In this year's State of the
Union message, President Bush
said, "We have within our reach

the promise of a renewed America.... we can find meaning by
serving some purpose higher than
ourselves."
VISTA volunteers serve
that higher purpose. Their willingness to give, to shoulder great responsibilities, can help make a new
America. Their volunteer service
exemplifies a spirit that can give
former VISTA volunteers an edge
in employers'eyes. I urge all students to consider VISTA service
after graduation and experience
what it means to really make life
better for others.
Any citizen 18 years of
age or older may serve full-time,
for at least one year, with VISTA,
which is part of ACTION, the
federal domestic volunteer agency.
For more information about how
to apply, contact an ACTION program in your state, or call 1-800424-8867.
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Claire's
Clamor
Core Curriculum in the U. of Claire,
or, What's a Syllabus?
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
If I were running things
around here, the core curriculum
would be a tad different. Here's
the way the core course book
would read in the University of
Claire:
EN 101 The Literature of the
Seuss
This course will focus
I^Ssi!
on the major works of the late author Theodore Seuss Geisel, better
known as Dr. Seuss. Required texts will include The Cat in the Hat,
The Sneetches, And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street,
Horton Hatches the Egg, and How the Grinch Stole Christmas.
Students will be expected to discuss the social class structure in the
Republic of Who-ville (right down to Cindy Lou Who, the smallest
Who of them all), Mulberry Street as a symbol of the linear nature of
American society, and the Cat in the Hat as subliminal Satan worshipper. Pre-Requisite: The Fall from Power of "See Spot Run."
RS 100 God: The Big Guy Himself
Images of God range from invisible, omnipotent Creator of
all to the Watchmaker to "that dude on the cloud." This course will
narrow the students' beliefs so that there is one uniform conception of
God, without variation or individual embellishment. Pre-Requisite:
So You Think You Have Freedom of Religion?
HI 060 The History of the World
Those who enroll in this course will be exposed to every
single historical event that has ever occurred since the beginning of
time, from the monumental to the absolutely insignificant. There will
be no tests, quizzes, papers, or grades of any sort — the purpose of this
course is merely to let you know what's been going on in everyone's
life. Pre-Requisite: Mel Brooks: Master Cinematographer.
MA 001 Sandbox Math
Students will be exposed to the numbers one (1) through ten
(10) as well as the basic interactions between those numbers. Students
will not be assumed to have had any prior contact with these numbers.
Pre-Requisite: A pulse, ten (10) fingers (toes optional).
PH 024 Thought
The purpose of this course is to provide the student with the
steps toward creating a thought. Each student will be required to think
at least once during the course of the semester. Pre-Requisite: A brain
(at least half).
FA 123 Intro to Fingerpainting
Kindergarteners had the right idea when they dipped their
fingers in the paint cans and smeared them across the walls of their
parents' dining room. Participants in this course will attempt to get
in touch with their inner child as they relive this primitive art form.
Any efforts to find psychological meaning or universal significance in
the paint blots will result in an automatic failure for the course. Extra
credit will be awarded to anyone who eats paste. Pre-Requisite: A
smock, recognition of the primary colors.
PS 209 The Sky
The sky above us is a vast atmosphere with limitless possibilities for exploration. During the course of the semester, students of
the sky will observe this air realm. A major focus will be on cloud
formations, especially in playing Where's Waldo? among those big
fluffy things. The debate will be waged over whether the sky is really
blue or just appears to be blue. There is no classroom assigned for this
course; class will meet in the Bellarmine rock garden. Pre-Requisite:
Sunglasses, a nice big blanket.
MU000 Humming
Prehistoric man scared himself into extinction when he
leaned over to blow out the fire which had erupted on his foot and,
instead of air, a Led Zeppelin tune popped out. Students in this class
will be exposed to various humming cultures, with a very brief
mention (if any) of Gregorian chant. Group humming, humming in the
round, and solo humming will be practiced. Field trips are being
planned to the Humming Hall of Fame in HumDrum, Connecticut and
the Fairfield Town Library (they just love large groups who come in
and make senseless, organized noise). The final exam will be comprised of humming, both freestanding and while drinking water. PreRequisite: A voice box, A Musical History of Row, Row, Row Your
Boat.
That's it. Nothing too taxing. After all, that's what'
major courses are for. Okay, so maybe you won't learn anything fiuui
these courses, but they do fulfill three major objectives:
1) You will actually earn three credit "or each of ti.
courses you take.
2) You get to do some really cool stuff du ng class ti
3) They always said college was a continuatio- >f high
school, and you didn't learn anything tWr<* »uu~r, right?
So sign up early, because these classes are fillin"
Send all tuition checks to me. Of course, cash is accept
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Murderers to Visit the Stag-Her

Claire-Voyance

Diners and dancers beware! FAIDRA is armed and dangerous
Kevin Johnson
Contributing Writer
Does college life sometimes bore you? Do you ever feel
that the "weekend routine" is getting old and overdone? Sure you
do. We all do at some time. That's
why your friends at FAIDRA
(Fairfield University Dramatics
Society) wanted to do something
different.
For your entertainment,
FAIDRA is putting together a
murder. That is correct. A murder.
What else relaxes the mind,
cleanses the soul, and makes one
feel like a god as much as the act of
taking away the life of another?
For some, this may be an old experience, but for others it may be entirely new.
How does a student theater group "put on a murder," you
ask? I will gladly confess how
because, you see, I am not taking
part in any murder. It is against all
I believe in. There are others in the
group though... well, let's just say
I wouldn't turn my back on them if

they were holding a knife. But it is
my duty to you as a fellow student
to tell you about this murder.
Besides, wouldn't you
want to be the one to catch this
murderer? Sure you would. Think
of the fame, the fortune, the popularity you would receive. Plus you
would have something better to do
than the "weekend routine."
Here's what you do to
nab a murderer. On January 31,
1992, you will kindly enter the
Stag-Her Inn at precisely 7:45 p.m.
Upon entering you will observe a
ghastly sight. You will notice
strange people, maybe even your
friends, dressed as characters. They
will be there to give the illusion
that a party is going on. They will
give excuses for being there. They
will tell you why they aren't at the
Townhouses drinking. They will
make it seem like everything is
cool.
Butdon'tbefooled. They
are only thinking of murder.
During the evening, there
will be dancing, food, entertainment, and all sorts of other devices

Love is more than Abracadabra

to take your mind off your mission
there. Yet later in the evening, one
of the characters will be done in.
They will commit a ghastly crime.
Only you (and the detective I'm
sending there, of course — I
couldn't let you do this on your
own) can stop him or her from
getting away with this unspeakable act.
At the end of the evening,
you will have a chance to tell us
who committed the crime. If you
are correct, as a reward for the
stunning capture of this ingenious
criminal and for proving that you
have the greatest detective mind
since Sherlock Holmes himself,
you will receive two tickets to a
theater performance later on so that
you can break up the "weekend
routine" once again.
So come to the Night of
Murder and Mystery at the StagHer Inn and catch yourself a criminal. If you are fast you can win
fame, fortune, and popularity. I
promise.
Just don't turn your back.
And don't trust anyone.

Joe College

by Bill Walko

Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
Dear Claire:
If love is an illusion, why aren't magicians more popular?
— Still Trying to Pull a Rabbit Out of My Hat
Dear Still Trying:
Silly rabbit, magic tricks are popular, and so are the people
who perform them. Why, just look at Doug Henning and David Copperfield! Dougie can float on air and... well, come to think of it, you
don't hear about him anymore because that's all he could do. But I've
seen David walk through the Great Wall of China — no, not strolling
along the walkway, but actually passing through the cement and mortar
of that baby!! I don't know about you, but I think Mr. Copperfield
definitely increased his popularity with that stunt.
And if you think his magic is popular, wait until you see this
trick called love. Some consider love to be the greatest illusion of all.
Love is funny. It can pull a disappearing act when you least
expect it, then turn around and show up in your top hat just as
unexpectedly. But it takes more than the flick of a magic wand to
conjure up true love and a solid relationship between two people. It
takes at least a hint of romance, a great deal of energy, and a whole lot
of luck.
Some people spend their whole lives searching for a ticket to
the magic show of love and never find it. Others spend their existences
fighting off droves of passion-hungry, lust muffins, scalping their
tickets to the highest—or any—bidder. The rest of us fall somewhere
in between.
Most people, with the exception of those facing their fortieth
birthday, love surprises. And what better surprise than to find a love
ticket dropped on your front doorstep, stuck in between a tax form and
Ed McMahon's "You may already have won" sweepstakes letter, or
amid the dust bunnies you've finally gotten around to cleaning from
underneath the bed? Granted, your chances of collecting love are
greatly increased if it's a good hair day rather than if you've been
painting the house and haven't showered for the occasion, but you
never know. Love sneaks up on you when you least expect it.
So expect the worst and you won't be disappointed. Or, to put
it more optimistically, live your life and cooperate when the love gods
are planning your surprise party. But don't go hunting down love,
stalking it like prey in the dark jungles of Zimbabwe. Because who's
going to throw you a party if you go around demanding it?
But don't introduce your magic rabbit to a potential love slave
until the third or fourth date. He or she might be scared off by your
attachment to the little furry guy, especially if you keep him in a top hat.
And particularly if he's in the hat while you're wearing it.
— Claire
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The Graduate School of Political Management
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Summer Institute in
National Campaign Politics
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Around Campus
by Kevin Guterl
The Persian Gulf War began one year ago last week. Now that it is over, was it
worth it? Did the U.S. "win"? Has everything been resolved?

Greg McGauley '93 - "Yes, because it was a clear message to the
rest of the world that hostility
toward peace-loving nations will
not be tolerated by the United States
or any other nations."

Chris Westrick '94 - "I think it
was a victory in the sense that it
showed imperialist countries and
dictators like Saddam Hussein that
might does not make right in this
world. It is also a step in the right
direction of world peace."

Janet Savage '94 - Since even one
person was killed it was not a success!"

No Butts about It: You Shouldn't Smoke
American Heart Association
Getting rid of an old flame
isn't easy, but cigarette smoking is
a habit worth snuffing out. Let's
look at the facts:
- About 435,000 Americans die yearly from disorders directly related to smoking — such
as heart disease, emphysema and
lung cancer.
- Pack-a-day smokers are
more than twice as likely to have a
heart attack as non-smokers. The
earlier you start smoking, the
greater your risk of heart attack.
- A woman who smokes
and uses birth control pills is up to
39 times more likely to have a
heart attack than one who does

neither. She's up to 22 times more
likely to have a stroke than a woman
who neither smokes nor uses birth
control pills.
Smoking is a health hazard to you and even to non-smokers who are clouded in sidestream
smoke, says the American Heart
Association. Nicotine can increase
your blood pressure, heart rate,
and the flow of blood from your
heart. It also causes your arteries
to narrow and harden. Carbon
monoxide reduces the amount of
oxygen the blood can carry. This,
combined with the effects produced
by nicotine, causes a shortage of
oxygen in your blood.
Cigarette smoking increases the development of arth-

erosclerosis, which occurs when
fatty deposits, cholesterol and other
substances build up on the inner
walls of the arteries. This narrows
and hardens the blood vessels.
Cigarette smoking also causes the
platelets in your blood to stick
together and clot sooner, a major
cause of heart attack and stroke. If
you already have high blood cholesterol and high blood pressure,
smoking will increase your risk of
heart attack even more.
So put out the flames
before smoking puts you out.
Contact your doctor or nearest
American Heart Association office. They've got information to
help you strike up a plan to quit.

Timmy Campbell
cause Saddam Hussein is still leading Iraq, and there can be no safety
in the Middle East until all of the
unstable leaders in the world are
removed. Or annihilated."

Tom Habetz '94 - "I'm waiting to
be startled by the "April surprise."
Then, just maybe, my fears will be
alleviated. Other than that, I think
that Bush should focus on domestic issues."

"Help Your Heart" Recipe
Complements of the American Heart Association
Want to keep smoking? This spicy number will fire up your appetite:
Mexican Salsa
Serve this healthful salsa on the side of Tex-Mex dishes or as a dip for
fresh vegetables or low-fat crackers.
5 fresh tomatoes
1/4 cup fresh lime juice
1/4 cup fresh jalapeno or
2 cloves garlic, minced
serrano peppers, minced
1 6-oz. bunch cilantro,
1 small yellow onion,
washed and chopped
diced fine
Core tomatoes and blanch briefly in boiling water. Remove
and run under cold water, then peel and chop fine. Add remaining ingredients and chill.
Note: The amount of peppers can be increased or reduced
according to individual taste preference.
Makes 5 servings, 1/4 cup per serving.

Ignatian Retreatant "Goes Public" with the Good News
Sr. M. Julianna Poole,
S.S.N.D.
Contributing Writer
I have often heard or read
the words "to go public." Until
this week, I had never had occasion to apply this saying to my life.
After several days of reflection, I
feel that now is the time "to go
public" about an event which happened only a few days ago.
For weeks before the Christmas Break, almost every bulletin
board I passed in Canisius (where
I teach) had a poster announcing
the Six-Day Ignatian Retreat to be
given from January 6-11, 1992.
Under the site of the Retreat which
was St. Ignatius House, the poster
stated: "Open to Administrators,
Faculty, Students, Staff, Alumni.
Stop by Campus Ministry for more
information or call ext. 2550."
Each time I passed a poster I
thought about planning for my
yearly Retreat which usually takes
place in the summer. But each
time I passed a poster, my thoughts
began turning to the possibility of
making the Ignatian retreat and my
desire to apply grew. It would be a
great way to begin the new year
with the special spiritual reinforcement I need as a person. Every
Religious Order focuses on the
charism of its founder/foundress
and I wanted to learn more about
the ministry of the Jesuits and
which is the ethos of our university. Even the opening date invited
me. Having taught in Puerto Rico
for 29 years, and knowing how
deeply acculturated I am to the
customs and people of the island,
January 6 - the Feast of the Epiphany - "El Dia de Los Reyes" beckoned. I went over to Campus
Ministry and asked for an application.

When word came that I
would be one of 10 Retreatants, I
was grateful for the privilege being
given me. I also realized that after
years of making retreats with Sisters of my community and other
communities, this would be the
first time that I would be making a
retreat with members of another
kind of community. This realization brought great satisfaction and
the expectation of a new venture in
my life.
The ten Retreatants arrived
at St. Ignatius Residence with five
men and five women in attendance.
This cross section of the University consisted of administrators,
faculty, staff, students and alumni.
Each Retreatant had been assigned
to one of the three Retreat Directors: Rev. Michael Boughton, S.J.,
Rector of the Jesuit Community;
Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J., Director of
Campus Ministry; and Ms. Caroline Rusiackas, a Campus Minister. Our schedule consisted of
prayer, meetings with individual
directors, a celebration of the Liturgy and private prayer and meditation. The weather cooperated so
that long walks were possible, the
Chapel held a special magnetism,
and the use of a comfortable lounge
afforded the opportunity to relax
and be at home in the atmosphere
of the Retreat.
I can write only of the visible shell of the Retreat. The core
of the Retreat was each Retreatant's
individual response to the graces
of the days we spent together in
silence. For my part, the thread
that ran through my reflections was
the meaning of the word "companion" with all its nuances and implications. St. Ignatius was very wise
in his use of words "Companions
of Jesus" to describe his followers.
The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ig-

natius have incorporated this ter- kindness. At dinner, in the sounds A Retreat gives a person the opminology down through the centu- of our silence, we could hear their portunity to see God at work in
ries and made it possible for count- community and companionship in other people. Four of the Reless generations to be "compan- action. That was one of the most treatants were full-time students
ions of Jesus." Through commu- meaningful experiences of the Re- and we needed their presence and
nal prayer, the daily presentations, treat for me.
insights to know God better. Age
individual spiritual direction, and
Why am I writing all of this? and experience give no automatic
private reflection, the concept of Nothing very unique or unusually "edge" or "handicap" when it
being a companion to Christ, of personal has been said, but the Re- comes to being a "companion" of
having Him as a daily companion, treat seemed to me to be very "good Christ. Thanks to Campus Minisand of sharing companionship news" that should be shared. The try for sponsoring the Retreat, to
burgeoned into a practical talsi- cover story of the January 6, 1992 the Retreat Directors for their gentle
man which I could use to under- edition of Newsweek was entitled and compassionate guidance, to
stand, examine, analyze, and evalu- "Talking to God." In one of the the Jesuits fortheirhospitality, and
studies cited, an analyst found that to the very special people who
ate my own efforts.
Each Retreatant made his/ "the internal representation of God made the Retreat. If you see two
her own journey through the days changes throughout the life cycle or three people greet each other
of the Retreat, and through Liturgy in response to other significant with great joy and happiness as
and prayer, a growing sense of people and events," and she con- they meet, more than likely, they
companionship and bonding arose. cludes that "the God we pray to is will be the Companions of the Jesuit
St. Ignatius encouraged the the complex outcome of our per- Retreat of 1992. It's been happenuse of visual and sensory imagina- sonal relations with other people." ing all week.
tion in prayer. We
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Editorial/Commentary

Express Yourself
Do you often tell your friend to "surprise" you when you give
him or her money and tell them to get something for you? Do you often
send somebody out on an errand and tell them to do what they think
is best for you?
Sound ludicrous?
Then there must be very many loony people running around
here as we often choose and elect our leaders and representatives with
just such an attitude. We send them off to office with a very sketchy
idea about our concerns and what makes you and me ticked off or
pleased.
We do that here at Fairfield University when we elect the
FUSA president and the FUSA Senators based on who we know best
or who brought up the most popular issue. We then turn the lever and
back off, pat him or her on the back and say, "Now run the student government."
Do you tell your doctor, "Just cut where you think is best, and
patch me up in any old fashion and while you are at it why don't you
remove whatever you think needs to go."
i
Ridiculous, but by ushering off the FUSA winners with
congratulations and well-wishes that he or she will do what is best is
sorely irresponsible.
As students part of our student fee goes to FUSA to use in the
budget for such events as dances, lectures, trips and special events.
Make a point of expressing to FUSA leadership where you want that
money to go.
Do you not like how a particular event was run?
Join that committee and tell them how you think it should be
done. Let your student senators know what issues you want examined
and discussed. Let them know what you want changed and then
actively lend support to any action that attempts to bring about
improvements.
It is very easy to sit back and complain and criticize, but by
criticizing our own student government we are making the very power
we have to change things even weaker.
When the new president hopefully asks for input or suggestions, take him or her up on the offer and visit the office, write letters
and call. Student leaders are not psychics and need to know what is
on the minds of their constituents - don't back off.
As students we are often given small rations of power and we
each retain our own portion while making the total dose weak.
If, however, a concentrated mixture was created by close to
100 percent participation in the FUSA elections and an active and
attentive student body supplying the muscle, FUSA and other student
organizations could work to develop a further empowerment needed
to not just suggest change by to create transformation.
Give yourself and other students a chance and list the errands
you want done, give the proper change and walk along with the
messenger. We all stand to not only improve the world at Fairfield
University, but also the world outside.
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Letters to the Editor
Members of Campus Ministry Council deny organization's
involvement in decision to dump FPJ Director.
To the editor:
We feel that the article written in the December 12, 1991 issue of The Mirror {Dropping the
Director of Faith, Peace, and
Justice Programs) distorts the true
vision of Fairfield University Campus Ministry.
As students in the Campus
Ministry Council, and representing all students in Campus Ministry's service programs, we would
like to offer a response to that
commentary.
Our goal at Campus Ministry is simple. It follows along with
the vision of the Jesuit Liberation
Theologian, whom the Campus
Ministry Center is named after,
Pedro Arrupe S.J. Arrupebelieved
and lived the motto "Men and
Women for others" as the ideal for
a community of service.
As students in Campus
Ministry, we try to uphold this
ideal and extend an invitation to
the whole university community
(students, faculty, administrators
etc.) to help us achieve it.
To the editor:
I have been involved with
Campus Ministry since the day I
arrived at Fairfield. In the time
that has passed, I have grown to
understand the Jesuit ideal of "Men
and Women for Others," and have
greatly benefited from Campus
Ministry' s Social Justice programs
and attempts to take the "preferential option for the poor."
Under the direction of Fr.
Paul Carrier, Campus Ministry has
developed outreach programs in
Bridgeport, Norwalk, Ecuador, Jamaica, Haiti, and Mexico to expose students to the sometimes
harsh realities of the world.
By partaking in many of
these experiences, I feel that I have
realized what the University promises in its handbooks— I am a wellrounded and extremely socially
aware person, certainly much more
so than I was in September, 1988.
Recently, Campus Ministry—and specifically Fr. Carrier—
were the victims of an unprovoked
and uninformed attack. Mark
Sarro's "commentary" was aknife
in the back of an organization
which upholds the 450 year tradition we celebrated just last year.

Anyone who is critical of
Campus Ministry or its director,
we simply ask you to come and see
the service of Campus Ministry
and surely you will find what
Campus Ministry is all about.
Campus Ministry is about
sending over thirty Mission Volunteers to places like Haiti, Mexico, Jamaica and Ecuador.
It is about people cooking
and bringing food to the people of
Prospect House in Bridgeport
every Friday and Sunday night. It
includes Lectors, Eucharistic
Ministers, Loyola Singers and
Ushers. It includes the Coalition
for a Better World, and the Great
Hunger Clean-up.
In doing all this, we are not
trying to take over the whole university or push ourselves on other
people or organizations on campus. For us the question is not who
is serving, but is service being
done to the maximum, either by
Campus Ministry or not.
Service can be done in so
many ways; Catholic or nonCatholic, community or individ-

ual and certainly it can and does
transcend the bounds of the Campus Ministry service programs. We
just try at Campus Ministry to do
as much as we can within our
resources so more people can ultimately be served and more students can benefit from the experience of service. That is the bottom
line.
We feel that Campus Ministry will continue to move in a
positive direction and this is to the
credit of its chaplains both men
and women, Jesuit and layperson
as well as the students. Again, we
invite all to take part in our ministries and see the truth of service.
Beware, it may even change your
life.

Sarro's memory, however,
seems short as displayed by his
yellow journalistic references to
anonymous sources close to
Campus Ministry. If Campus
Ministry and Fr. Carrier are such
menaces to this University, then
Fairfield must reconsider its mission statement. If it is as unsuccessful as some faculty and students suggest, why are there almost 500 soup kitchen volunteers?
Why do over 100 people
apply to 30 Mission Volunteer
spaces? Why were the Urban
Plunge and Six Day Retreat filled
to capacity and forced to turn down
some applicants due to space
constraints? Why do children
whose parents have AIDS have
Fairfield students to play with
every week? Why do over 100
students volunteer to serve as
Eucharistic Ministers and Ministers of the Word at masses?
Why do people attend daily
masses, and why is Monday night
mass always literally packed?
I find it highly ironic that the
first attack against the symbol of
Fairfield's Jesuit ideals of "Men
and Women for Others" and "in
all things to love and serve" came
just three days before the second

anniversary of the murdering of
the Jesuit martyrs in El Salvador.
In these times of increasing
secularization, Campus Ministry
is an important aspect in fulfilling
both the University' s mission statement, as well as the visions of
Ignatius Loyola, Pedro Arrupe, and
Hans-Peter Kolvenbach.
It is a tragedy that Campus
Ministry had to suffer this unwarranted and ignorant attack. In El
Salvador, they use guns to destroy
the Jesuit mission. At Fairfield,
they use the Mirror and "anonymous sources." Campus Ministry
is attempting to develop a community of "faith, service, and friends"
here, they have suffered needlessly.
Perhaps those who attack
should do what a liberal education
demands, and investigate before
they condemn. I invite all the
critics to stop by the Arrupe Center to see the good work that goes
on daily. Maybe you will then be
able to reap some of the many
benefits of attending a Jesuit University rather than sow seeds of
malice and misinformation.

MikeDallahan '93, Becky
Egan '93, Laurie Grosso '93,
EdHardiman '92,
Katie
Kasper '92, Ed Kent '93,
Maureen Logan '93, Peter
McMullin '92, Katie O'Connell
'92, Doug Perlitz '92, Mike
Poirier '92, Monica Roosa '94,
KathyTamulis '92

Ed Hardiman '92
Campus Ministry Council

Thomann family thanks community for its support.
To the editor:
The loss of a child is difficult
at any age, even more so when her
horizons were expanding and the
joy of real friendships were deepening. We know she was happy at
Fairfield and we shared her sense
of commitment and love for the
community of the university.
Your poem In Loving Mem-

ory and the many cards we received shared your private sense
oflosswithus. That has helped us
come to grips with our grief.
The members of the faculty
and the students who came to
Aileen's funeral and our home afterward, showed us how sincerely
you were looking for meaning and
answers to a life taken so young
and so suddenly. We, with you,

were beginning to find the answers from one another.
We found that Aileen
touched many lives in a positive
way in her short lifetime. This has
given us a great deal of satisfaction and strength. Thank you all
for your support at this time.
George and Virginia
Thomann and family

Student's supplies stolen from Loyola art studios.
To the editor:
A few days before Christmas break, my entire collection of
paints, brushes, and oils, as well
as a clock radio, were stolen from
the Loyola art studios.
I was unable to complete
my final project and am in no
financial condition to even attempt
to replace them. Many of those

supplies were given to me as gifts.
I was completely unaware of the
new market for "hot" art supplies,
otherwise I would have not left
them there overnight.
I can't fathom that someone
from Fairfield University would
commit such a crime against a
fellow student. I honestly can't
afford new paints and would appreciate having them returned.

A reward can certainly be
arranged for, and the supplies could
be returned to security, lost and
found, or even dropped off in front
of my door, Gonzaga 12.
I hope this letter will convince you all to lock up possessions that might not seem so desirable— times are getting tough.
Thomas P. Gegeny, '94
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The assassination of Oliver Stone
Is the 'JFKf director a lone nut, or the patsy of intolerance?
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Talk about a conspiracy.
The cover of Newsweek
called it "twisted truth" and warned
it "can't be trusted." Washington
columnist George Will dismissed
it as "a child's garden of fantasy,"
and said it "will give paranoia a
bad name."
They 're not talking about the
same IT as the annoying yellow
posters all over Canisius. And this
is one conspiracy that has nothing
to do with Fr. Kelley or Campus
Ministry. But it is one which is
familiar to Fairfield and which
challenges our most basic rights.
They' re talking about the film
JFK. And if you think their review
is a bit less than flattering, consider
the thumbs-down being dumped
on its director, controversial
filmmaker Oliver Stone.
George Will— for whom I
have a lot of respect and with whom
I usually agree— called Stone "an
intellectual sociopath indifferent
to truth," and wrote, "Intellectually, Stone is on all fours."
Newsweek also stuck it to
Stone for using technical tricks to
rewrite history and to create what
they called "a piece of propaganda"
based less on fact (ie: as the Warren Commission declared it) than
fiction.
Funny. I don't remember

anybody calling Steven Spielberg
a sociopath because E.T. wasn't
entirely factual and because it had
some pretty neat special effects.
Not that Oliver Stone is
anywhere near the top of my list of
favorite people. He's a liberal of
the worst kind— hopelessly stuck
in the 1960s and still obsessed with
Jim Morrison {The Doors), Vietnam {Platoon, Born on the Fourth
ofJuly), and just about every other
last reminder of his bygone college days.
But while his politics are
loosely dangling somewhere in the
60s, Stone should be patted on (not
stabbed in) the back for his bold
look back at the Kennedy assassination and for trying to pry open
the minds of a new generation of
Americans to one of the most
important and least understood
events in our nation's history.
Stone has said JFK isn't a
documentary and makes no apolo-

gies (why should he?) for pulling
out all the cinematic stops in it. In
fact, he admits the film idealizes
President Kennedy and New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison "for a larger purpose."
"Filmmakers make myths,"
he told reporters. "The artist's
obligations are to interpret history
and reinterpret it as he sees fit."
I don't know about you, but
that doesn't sound like much of a
sociopath to me.
It sounds like a reasonably
sane person defending his right to
offer a different version of the
events which took place in Dallas
that day, just as the Warren Commission came up with its own
version of the facts.
For the likes of Newsweek
and George Will to chime into the
chorus of character assassinations
against Stone simply for making a
case contrary to the Warren Commission report (a case also made in
well-written and well-documented
books like High Treason, Plausible Denial, andBestEvidence) is
to mistakenly assume its findings
are fact, and no one has the right to
question them.
With all due respect to Gerald Ford, Arlen Specter, et al, the
Warren Commission— just like
the film— drew conclusions from
the evidence at hand, much of
which has been tampered with (like
doctored photos of Oswald and of
Kennedy's autopsy), lost (like the

President's brain), or locked away
for another thirty-seven years.
By assuming the Warren
Commission's version of events is
the definitive one, and by implying
it is above question, people like
Newsweek and George Will have
not only shown a disturbing indifference to truth, but have launched
a dangerous attack upon it.
Whether his conclusions are
right or wrong, Stone has shown a
tremendous respect for truth. After all, only by making a film as
provocative as JFK, questioning
the official story, and debating the
issues can we hope to eventually
arrive at anything that vaguely
resembles truth.
Just because George Will
thinks Stone's version of events is
a "three-hour lie" doesn't mean it
is, and doesn't mean Stone should
be attacked for making it.
Fairfield faces a similar intolerance for ideas, and has its own
sacred cows who think they're
beyond question. But Stone's best
defense might be found in our own
handbook which (believe it or not)
says the University is supposed to
provide "respect for truth as the
driving force of its community
[and] freedom of inquiry as the
best means for attaining truth."
Stone's JFK challenges each
of us to exercise this freedom. We
shouldn't let Newsweek, George
Will, or anyone else slyly steal it
away.

PERSPECTIVES

Does MLK deserve a national holiday?
Nick Ritrivi
Staff Writer
When the stem of global racial hatred was arguably at its peak in
the 1960s, Martin Luther King, Jr.— a man who preached the need for
racial equality in the United States— rose up to lead and revolutionize
the civil rights movement.
But what made his philosophy so extraordinary was King's call
for the establishment of equality through peaceful means. The holiday
in honor of King which took place this past Monday celebrated his
numerous accomplishments for the United States, the black race, and all
of humanity.
King's vision unified America's minority black population, as
well as a good portion of the country's white population, under the
umbrella of an essential and historic cause. His use of non-violent
marches and demonstrations designed to accomplish his goal of "an
equal America" were truly revolutionary, marking the true beginning of
the civil rights movement.
King's 1963 "I have a dream" speech on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington D.C. can be viewed as a powerful symbol of
all that King stood for— bringing two groups of people, who had
historically been torn apart, closer together.
More than twenty years after the assassination of Martin Luther
King Jr. in 1968, the United States still has a long way to go before his
great dream can ever become a reality. Ignorant and bigoted Americans,
like David Duke and those who support him, remind us that the racism
against which King preached in his lifetime is very much alive in our own
day.
Now, many Americans are asking themselves whether or not a
national holiday in King's memory is actually necessary. Arizona and
New Hampshire ask this question every year.
Those who oppose the holiday celebrating King's birthday argue
that the civil rights movement would have grown with or without King's
leadership. And while this may or may not be true, the fact of the matter
is that King was here, and that he managed to rally millions of Americans— opening their eyes and helping not only his followers, but this
country.
Perhaps the greatest reason to celebrate King's birthday is that it
provides an opportunity to celebrate black America.
Why do we celebrate Columbus Day? Because Columbus
discovered America? We all know that he didn't; native Americans did.
No. We celebrate Columbus Day to celebrate Italian America, just as we
celebrate St. Patrick's Day to honor the culture of Irish America.
And at the very least, even if you don't want to admit the extent
to which King accomplishments affected positive change in the United
States, this holiday should be celebrated to honor the traditions of
African Americans.
Martin Luther King, Jr., was essential to the American civil rights
movement. Indeed, he helped to create it. King's life, philosophy and
accomplishments are justifiably celebrated not only by Americans, but
by the entire world as well.

Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer
The purpose of Monday's holiday was not, as some thought, to
give students time to pursue recreational activities. It was to honor
Martin Luther King, the great civil rights leader.
Newsday had an advertisement for Martin Luther King Day on
almost every page— not about commemorating the day, but getting
people to call a 900 number to hear part of the "I have a dream" speech.
In the small print, the warning that average calls cost $4.95.
At least some people can earn a few bucks in these tough times.
To use the term great in regards to Martin Luther King is arbitrary.
He was an individual who lived a short but fulfilled life— an even shorter
one in the public eye, doing much to encourage civil rights (although it
was President Johnson who was instrumental in passing key legislation).
King fought for the rights of all people, including whites, blacks
and other races and nationalities. The racial pimps like Jesse Jackson and
Al Sharpton would like to retain a monopoly on the holiday and on King's
ideas. As self-appointed torch-bearers, they are leading the black masses
that follow them at a cost much greater than $4.95 a minute.
Unlike Muhammad Ali, MLK wasn't the greatest. To taut him as
such does a disservice to him and to the many who preceded him as
champions of civil rights. Individuals who stand mention are Harriet
Tubman, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Abraham Lincoln, George Washington Carver, and James Meredith. Of course, there are many other men
and women who have influenced our nation's civil rights movementlike Rosa Parks, without whom King would have drifted into obscurity.
Another point that lessens this national holiday is the pomp and
circumstance surrounding it. From the president on down, everyone in
the political circus jumps through rings in the hope of showing enough
respect to Martin Luther King to insure some votes come election day.
But woe to those who refrain from joining in We Shall Overcome,
or worse, attempt to keep a business open. Out come the racial pimps
again, protesting within eyeshot of the news camera over the outrage
committed by those who do not pay homage to our first national saint.
Why is it that Martin Luther King fought so hard against injustice
in the name of freedom, yet the same people he helped, in turn, attempt
to censure any debate about this holiday or the man it honors?
In Arizona, for example, people who are upset at the outcome of
a popular vote to rescind the holiday have used economic sanctions,
blackmail (no pun intended), and other institutions to do their dirty work.
But it is ironic that the NFL withdrew Arizona as a site for an upcoming
Super Bowl due to public pressure, yet kept their offices open on Martin
Luther King Day. Hypocrites and blasphemers all.
There is even dissension among the black community over the
holiday. The rap group Public Enemy disagrees with the holiday, and
openly rejects the King's message of non-violence.
Maybe that's because from their point of view, and from the point
of view of many who listen to them, King's dream has become an
American nightmare from which they are unable to awake— even on a
national holiday.

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
HEALTH
CARE
CRISIS
Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer
With the presidential primaries just around the corner, candidates have been eagerly searching
for issues that will gain nationwide attention. Senator Haris
Wofford's surprise victory in
Pennsylvania last November provided high office seekers with a
big one— national health care.
Since Wofford's election,
politicians all across the country
have rushed to jump on the health
care bandwagon.
Most new ideas call for increased regulation or total control
by the federal government. These
proposals are often modeled after
national health care systems in
other countries such as Canada. In
the Canadian system, all citizens
receive health care from their
government which funds the program through taxes. Canadians
boast a higher life expectancy at a
lower cost per person than their
American neighbors.
But, with all its worldwide
recognition, there are many misconceptions about the Canadian
system. For instance, life expectancy compared to other countries
is not an accurate measure of the
program's success. Canada's
population is relatively small and
on average younger than most
western nations. Also, Canada
does not have the large inner-city
populations that countries like the
United States have.
"Free" health care also presents a market problem. It creates
unlimited demand which is forced
upon a limited supply. The end
result is many patients having to
wait several weeks or even months
for the operations they need. A
free system also encourages patients to demand unnecessary surgical procedures and causes hospitals to overcrowd, thus reducing
the overall quality of health care.
Another problem with th
"free" system is that it isn't really
free. Canadians face a heavy tax
burden which certainly has a negative impact on standard of living.
They've also created a gigantic
government health care bureaucracy run by politicians rather than
cost conscious administrators.
Such a system breeds inefficiency.
About 85% of all United
States citizens currently receive
some form of health care. Of the
35 million that don't have insurance or state health coverage, many
get their necessary health care in
hospitals which are not allowed to
refuse them. America's health
care is in need of some necessary
reforms, but a government controlled system is not the answer.
Improvements lie in market based
solutions which expand coverage
and make it more efficient.
The government needs to
make it easier for small businesses
to provide health insurance. This
can be done various ways, from
tax credits to cost sharing. An
interesting new proposal groups
small businesses together to give
them the power of larger institutions when purchasing health care
programs for their employees.
The most efficient method
of health care in the United States
is provided by health maintenance

SEE HEALTH CARE, p. 10
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Professor responds to criticism of
University Chaplain, Fr. Carrier.

Alumna opposes termination of FPJ Director.
To the editor:
After recent conversation
with members of the University
community, I was dismayed to
learn of the new plans for a restructuring of the Office of Faith,
Peace and Justice. The position of
Director, now occupied by Cornelia Dinnean is in danger of being
terminated and "reoccupied" by
the Campus Ministry Office.
My concern is that the Program of Faith, Peace and Justice is
complex and multidisciplinary.
While the importance of the

pastoral element should not be
minimized, the issues of economics, politics and history are absolutely fundamental to a critical
understanding of Faith, Peace and
Justice.
As a courtroom advocate for
battered women, I can attest that
"Faith, Peace and Justice" is very
concrete indeed. It is political. It
is economic. It is historical. To
emphasize the pastoral by leaving
the direction of the Office of Faith,
Peace, and Justice to Campus Ministry is to deny students an academic understanding that is im-

perative in the "real" world.
Cory Dinnean, as director of
the Office is uniquely capable to
guide and advise students as they
explore this profoundly relevant
course of study. Trained in both
the pastoral and the academic, she
is an exceptionally insightful and
open-minded individual.
To terminate her position as
Director of the Office of Faith,
Peace and Justice is to undermine
both the relevancy and the legitimacy of the entire program.
LeeAnn Ghazil, '91

New Fairfield Rowing team looks for new members
To the editor:
The newly FUSA approved
Fairfield Rowing Organization is
looking for new members to boost
the existing membership. Under
the direction of James Mangan and
Anne Wildermuth the club hasconcluded a six week intensive
training program and is preparing
for the upcoming practice schedule.
All students enrolled in the

club have access to free-weights
and rowing machines in its training center, at Roger Ludlow Community Center, and are required to
attend crew sessions on the nearby
Saugatuck River on Saturday and
Sunday.
The club has started a fund
raising campaign beginning January 30, allowing students to pledge
money for every 1000 meters
rowed by a crew member.which
The crew team has the opportunity

to attend the Indoor World Rowing Championships in February
and the Nationals in June.
Anyone interested, especially males over 5', 11" and
1701bs. or above, can contact
Michele Ciriello at Box 262 or
RickFleitasatBox778. Moderators are also needed.
Michele Ciriello, '95
Brian Hamiman, '94
Dennis Caron , '95

HEALTH CARE continued from p. 9
organizations or HMOs. For an
annual fee, an HMO looks after a
patient's health and bargains with
doctors and hospitals in order to
seek out the best treatment at the
lowest price. With HMOs, customers have the freedom of seeking out the companies that provide the best treatment and medical institutions are given more incentive to be cost efficient.

Reexamining where our
health care resources are allocated
could expand our life expectancy
rate. For instance, it appears that
too many resources are devoted to
the last six months of life. More
attention should be placed on areas such as infant mortality rather
than expensive surgery for the very
old. Finally, in our increasingly litigious society, most agree that

limiting malpractice suits would
significantly reduce the cost of
health care for everybody.
Though the health care system of the United States is in need
of reform, beware of candidates
who want to drastically overhaul
it. The problem has no quick fix,
but the forces of competition still
seem to be the best way to provide
long term health care.

Quoted This Week
"I understand how you could think that we represent the worst in America."
-Christopher Shays, Republican Congressman of Connecticut, in the Campus Center last
week, on recent Congressional pay-raises.
"We've got some difficulties ahead, but it really doesn't matter to me now, because I've been to the
mountaintop."
-Martin Luther King, Jr., civil rights leader, shortly before his assassination in 1968.
"JFK is an act of execrable history and contemptible citizenship by a man of technical skill, scant
education and negligible conscience."
-George Will, syndicated columnist, on JFK director, Oliver Stone.
"They don't teach free thinking here. Some of these people threw out 800 copies of the newspaperlike it's their constitutional right to decide what people can read."
-Lou Maglio, editor of The Rudder at Palm Beach Atlantic College, who was fired and lost a
scholarship to the school after opposing censorship by its administration.

To the editor:
Over the past year I have gotten to know Paul E. Carrier SJ, PhD,
the University Chaplain.
Because of the activities we have shared (the Mission Volunteer
Program, the Freshman Retreat, and others), I have seen him in situations of extreme intensity and stress as well as a situations of lightheartedness and joy. I have also seen him interact with a wide variety of
women— faculty, colleagues in Campus Ministry, staff, administrators,
students. His behavior with women as I have experienced it and observed it, has consistently been one of equality.
Some of the men who read this may not understand the significance of that phrase. The women, and members of other oppressed
groups, will understand it quite well. They will understand that treating
others as equals is not a behavior that can be turned off and on at will—
that paternalistic, officious, condescending and patronizing behavior
with women is so much a part of our culture that when it is present in
someone, it cannot be easily or consistently disguised.
The Paul Carrier described by Mark A. Sarro in the December 12
issue of The Mirror is not the Paul Carrier I have come to know.
Because of the activities previously mentioned, I have had numerous opportunities to spend time in the Arrupe Center. It is always
bustling. It is always alive with students, activities and laughter. The
atmosphere there is one of happiness, love, caring, sharing, openness,
acceptance. Much of this atmosphere is due, I believe, to the example
set by Paul Carrier.
I have taught on this campus for twenty years. This year I have
come to understand what it's truly like to teach in a Jesuit University.
Some of you who are faculty may remember how we struggled to
articulate what made us unique as a Jesuit institution when we prepared
our last Self Study Report for accreditation by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges.
Would we have to struggle with that question now? I know I would
not. I believe that the Campus Ministry team, under the leadership of
Paul Carrier, has been responsible for succeeding in doing what many
very fine people have tried to do less successfully over the years; that is, .
making the Jesuit ideal come alive in this University, making the Jesuit
mission real and tangible.
You can feel it in the energy in the Arrupe Center. You can see it
in the faces of the young people there who give so generously of their
time and themselves to the poor and needy. You can hear it when they
talk of how their experiences have transformed their lives. And if
they're lucky enough, you may have experienced some of that magic
yourself.
Campus Ministry is not the only place on campus where the Jesuit
tradition is a lived experience. Indeed, if we are doing this right, it should
be everywhere. But, I believe, their dynamism has been the critical mass
for our entire community.
Is the reality of the Jesuit mission too much for some? Does the
fact that we have truly become a Jesuit institution interfere with the
agendas of some? Does it cause so much philosophical conflict or cognitive dissonance that Campus Ministry, being too much of a threat,
becomes the target?
Has the success of the Jesuit "heart" of this institution caused some
to project their ambivalence and hostility onto the person who is its
leader? Has Paul Carrier's extraordinary ability to touch the hearts,
souls and spirits of the young people with whom he interacts caused
others to feel so inadequate or threatened that they need to resort to
anonymous and unsubstantiated comments and innuendo in the student
paper?
The Grinch stole Christmas because his heart was two sizes too
small. There is a lot of heart in the Arrupe Center these days. I hope it
will continue to grow and continue to touch the lives of all of the people
in our University community, and perhaps, most of all, to touch the
hearts of Mark A. Sarro and those who spoke with him, those who hearts
have grown so small.

If you have an interesting quote, send it, along with the context in which it was said, to The Mirror
at BoxAA, or drop it by our office on Gonzaga ground.

Suzanne MacAvoy EdD, RN
School of Nursing

JOIN US IN CONGRATULATING THE FOLLOWING
FAIRFIELD ALUMNI ON MAKING A WISE CAREER CHOICE
CLASS OF '91

CLASS OF '88

ELIZABETH ERDELYI
DAVID JABBOUR
PATRICIA KNOX
JEFFREY RYAN

KAREN BELDY
TIMOTHY BUCKLEY
CATHERINE CRICHTON
DENISE HALLOWELL
RODNEY RALPH

CLA33 OF '90
FRANK D'ORAZIO
LISA LEWIS

CLASS OF '09
STEPHEN DEMATTEO

CLASS OF '87
NICHOLAS BOZZO
ANNE MARIE MICALE

CLASS OF '86
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LISA DURANT
MARGARET FENNELLY
CLASS QF '8g
KATHLEEN CASERIA
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CLASS OF '94

CLASS OF '80

JOANNE PECK

BRYAN CLEMENTS
JANICE WINTRODE

CLASS OF '82
JAMES CALLAHAN
AILEEN LAQANZA
ROGER PARE
CLASS OF '81

CLASS OF 70
PAUL BERBERICH
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Arts and Entertainment
Where Was The BIG
"Doors" Sound-Alike Band,
Xmas Movie?
"The Soft Parade" At Quick
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Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
The Christmas season has
always been the time of year
when Hollywood pulls out all
the stops. That's when the main
moviegoing audience (ages 1224) is out of school with time on
their hands. Kids under 12 are
home too, and their parents,
shellshocked from having them
around, always take them to a movie or two (or three). Even the over
24 crowd, the hardest demographic group to pull into the theaters,
(i.e. why should they shell out for parking, babysitter, popcorn and
$7.00 tickets when they can wait three months and rent the film?) jam
into the local multiplex to sniff out the end-of-year Oscar candidates.
Yes, catching a big movie at Christmastime is as much of a sure thing
as your parents seating you at Christmas dinner next to your Uncle
with the hacking cough.
So what happened this year?
Last year's Christmas crop was like Fourth of July firecrackers
in August: mostly duds and a couple of sparklers. It's not easy to sell
tickets during a recession, so the studios barraged us with films that
tried to appeal to everyone and offend no one: we got a glurt of
completely predictable arid unoriginal movies. So while Terminator 2 springs to mind when asked to name the film of the summer, we
didn't get a BIG holiday movie this year. Here's a partial rundown
of what we got instead:
Hook - Great idea: What if Peter Pan grew up? Better idea: Get
Spielberg to direct. You can picture how the production meeting
went from there: "OK, get a multi-ethnic batch of cuties to draw in
the kiddies, nab Robin Williams to pull the Yuppies in, Dustin
Hoffman for the intellectual set, and throw in the highly-photogenic
starlet of the moment (translate: Julia Roberts)." C'mon, Steven,
we've had enough of the greedy-Yuppie-rediscovers-family-values
bit from mush like Regarding Henry and The Doctor. We didn't
need what was sure to be the BIG Christmas flick to turn predictable
and plodding (Blame it on the screenwriters). Still, the ride wasn't
all bad: the sets were fantastic and the performances fun. But oh, what
might have been!
Bugsy - Warren Beatty wanted to get Bugsy made six years
ago. That was when he commissioned filmmaker James Toback to
pen the script ("Gimme six weeks" Toback boasted). Over 300
weeks later, with Toback's finished script in hand, and Oscarwinning director Barry Levinson interested in the project, Beatty was
ecstatic. Why not? The role of gangster Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel
made for the perfect star ego trip: a macho, tough-as-nails ladies' man
who took no crap. It was a chance for Beatty to drop his minimalist
acting style for a chance to chew up some scenery. Turned out he was
spotty in his long-coveted role: great doing the pretty-boy stuff, but
embarrassingly flat when he supposed to be scary. So was the movie
in general. Don't be surprised when Toback wins the Oscar for Best
Screenplay, though. (Best exchange: Annette to Warren: "Do you
have to know my entire history with men?" Warren to Annette: "No,
I just thought there was someone that you hadn't f***ed.")
JFK - Remember in fourth grade when Mrs. Hiedelberger
taught you that Columbus discovered America in 1492? Well,
according to Oliver Stone, she was a conservative tyrant who was
spreading j ingoistic propaganda, the last link in a chain of power-mad
executioners that rule the "democratic" American government with
a blood-spattered iron fist. That's the sort of logic that governs this
latest chapter in Stone's My-Version-Of-the-1960s Book. The
pompous quotes that start and end the film profess the director's hope
to get people thinking, and that's admirable, as long as that intended
audience doesn't take Stone's Truth as Gospel. Technically breathtaking, the film reminds us that Stone is one hell of a powerful
director (and that Kevin Costner is perfection playing the pompous,
horn-tooting do-gooder: "Let justice be done though the Heavens
fall!") The cameos were great, too - especially Kevin Bacon in a risky
turn as a gay convict. One thing, though: Couldn't we have seen
Abraham Zapruder's 8 mm film of the assassination just once more?
The Last Boy Scout - The guilty pleasure of the season. Shane
Black, the hotshot (Lethal Weapon) young screenwriter, was paid
$5 million in advance on the strength of his script's opening scene
(It's a doozy). There were no surprises the rest of the way: lots of cars
exploding, a chesty stripper, two wisecracking partners (one white,
one black, both reluctant). Sound familiar, Mel and Danny? No
matter: the action zipped along like a good, gory comic book. Maybe
it was the recent drought of action pictures that made Scout such fun.
Maybe it was seeing Bruce Willis back in top form. Maybe it was just
the really cool title. But try as you might (and I wanted to) you
couldn't turn it down.
*** By the way, don't forget to catch the 19th Annual American
Music Awards telecast live from the Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles on ABC-TV, Monday, January 27. The show will air from
8 to 11PM. 30 awards in 7 categories will be presented.

PR - Fans of The Doors, the
popular '60s rock group, won't
want to miss The Soft Parade. Not
only does the group sound like
The Doors, but lead singer Joe
Russo bears a striking resemblance
to the late Jim Morrison. In tribute
to The Doors, The Soft Parade will
make its Connecticut premiere at
Fairfield University's Regina A.
Quick Center on Thursday, January 30 at 8 p.m.
"Actually our biggest problem is convincing people that we
are not The Doors," said Russo.
"Of course, it's a great compliment to be mistaken for Morrison.
The Doors was one of the most
unusual bands that ever came
together, and its wonderful to be
involved in something so unique
and exciting."
Currently The Soft Parade's
repertoire includes over 40 songs
by The Doors, and while the audience can expect to hear hits like
"Break on Through To the Other
Side" and "Light My Fire," Russo
is quick to point out that his band
also performs what he considers to
be some of the more important
album tracks like "Land 'Ho,"
"The Spy," and "The Changeling."
A fan of The Doors for as
long as he can remember, Russo
worked for authors James Riordan
and Jerry Prochnicky on their
bestselling biography of Morrison
Break onThrough as a researcher.
Over the years he has talked to
such people as Frank Luciandro, a
friend of Jim Morrison, Vince
Treanor, The Door's road manager, and Alan Graham, Jim's
brother-in-law.
Russo founded The Soft
Parade in October 1990. To date
they have played hundreds of
concerts in the tri-state area, and
co-headlined the Lilac Festival in
Rochester, N.Y., with Foghat.
Russo's goal is to tour the world
with the band and this spring they

Joe Russo, lead singer
of The Soft Parade
3
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are scheduled to play in Russia,
with the strong possibility of performances in Holland, France and
Germany later in the year.
"The Doors helped to take
the electronically amplified rock
music that bloomed on the West
Coast out of the sound studio and
into the concert hall, attracting the
attention of serious critics who
discussed their music' s origins and
meanings," said Russo. "My
ambition for The Soft Parade is to
spread the spirit, charisma, truth
and reality of The Doors to a whole
new generation of listeners."
Ironically, Fairfield University had the opportunity to host the
real Doors in 1969, but canceled
the concert in the aftermath of the
infamous riot at Morrison's Miami concert. Part of Russo's mission is to clear up what he feels are
many misconceptions about Morrison who he says was not really
the drug-crazed lunatic depicted
in movies, but a person of great

kindness, generosity and wit.
Dressed in a black leather
jacket and skin-tight vinyl pants,
Russo looks amazingly like the
late rock star, and he says that
there are many similarities between
the two of them. Both shared the
same musical influences (Elvis and
Sinatra) and outlook on life, though
Russo does not live Morrison's
lifestyle.
When not on the road with
The Soft Parade, Russo produces
music videos and most recently
directed the Rascals new comeback video, "The New Rascals."
Accompanying Russo on the
tour will be keyboardist Carl Kramer, guitarist Mike Overmere, and
drummer Mike Jacovini. Single
tickets for the concert are $18,
$15, and $12. Special discounts
are available for students, senior
citizens and groups of 25 or more.
For more information contact (203)
254-4010.

Adams' Newest Just Misses
the Bulls- eye
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
Vancouver born Bryan
Adams finally released an album
to go along with the popular "Everything I Do (I Do It for You)."
This single, it can be remembered,
received both critical and audience acclaim as the theme song for
the equally popular film Robin
Hood, the song was released at
the same time as the movie but the
album, Waking Up The Neighbors,
took a few months longer.
Adams' fifth album following Cuts Like a Knife ('83),
You Want It, You Got It ('84),
Reckless ('85), and Into the Fire
('87) - shows the same "magic"
that made him a popular Top 40
artist in the past.
Adams first gained recognition in the United States when he
opened (ironically) for Foreigner
in 1983. The Canadian hasn't
slowed down since and still promotes his gruff-singing outlaw
image on Waking.
Besides handling his customary guitar, vocal, and song writing
chores, on Waking, Adams is also
given credit as co-producer behind Robert "Mutt" Lange. Lange
had previously worked with such

popular artists as Def Leppard,
Bon-Jovi, and Cinderella. On this
album, Lange does all the recording and mixing on digital tape,
which creates a noticeable clarity
in Adams' sound (especially on
Compact Disc).
Besides "Everything I Do,"
Adams has released two additional
singles: "Can't Stop This Thing
We Started" and "There Will
Never Be Another Tonight."
"Can't Stop..." is a finger-snapping, foot-stomping rocker that
expresses the inability to control
or stop feelings of love. "There
Will Never..." showcases the
power-chord guitar technique that
has been the foundation of Adams'
music in the past. This track
preaches doing things in the present because "there may never be
another tonight."

"Vanishing" is a well-written ballad which mixes Adams'
gruffness with a simple yet fitting
guitar part to tell of vanishing love.
Another ballad is "All I Want Is
You" which is constructed much
the same as all Adams' ballads.
Perhaps I should briefly
comment on "Everything I Do...,"
in case some reader is from Siberia and hasn't heard it yet - though
it was probably number one in
Siberia, also. The song begins
with a lovely piano part, followed
by Adams' vocals, followed by
the rest of the band, and finally
played until it reaches a blazing
high point; the result is an instant
hit in a lot of countries and a theme
for many high school dances.
The rest of Waking is a blend
of comfortable "rockers" and
lamenting ballads. The album is
of much the same format as
Adams' previous albums but is
longer (fifteen songs). What I'm
trying to say, I guess, is if you like
Bryan Adams, you'll like Waking
Up The Neighbors, if you don't...

3 Stars Out of 5
Coming Soon: John
Mellencamp's "Whenever We Wanted"
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Groundbreaking Dancers Flex
Their Muscles At Fairfield

PR - Athletic, vigorous,
and yet intimate, the Creach/
Koester Company stretch dance
to the physical limits of strength
and abandon. The critically acclaimed dance troupe will perform at Fairfield University's
Regina A. Quick Center on Friday, January 31, at 8 p.m. In
addition, the company will present a master class and lecture on
January 29 and 30.
Dancers/choreographers
Terry Creach and Stephen Koester, who founded the group, have
been pushing boundaries back

since 1980. Having first developed their company focus on duet
performers and collaborative choreographers, Creach and Koester
have expanded the repertory in
recent years to include dances for a
company of four men.
Such a company remains
rare and allows the dancers and opportunity to explore in a more
complex way men's weight,
strength, timing and shape. As two
men of like size, Creach and Koester work as physical equals - lifting, supporting, catching, controlling and risking the loss of control.

They experiment chiefly with the
impact and resistance, and in their
dances bodies abruptly change
velocity, force and direction.
"I see my work with Crach
as a constant exploration of the
physicality of movement," said
Koester. "My goal is to have the
audience experience sensually
what I am feeling on stage through
my performance and choreography."
For their collaborative
work, Creach and Koester have
received numerous commissions
and fellowships and have written
work for the Jerome Foundation,
and Maine Arts. They have been
awarded Choreographer's Fellowships from New York Foundation
for the Arts (1989), and from The
National Endowment for the Arts
(1990). The company has received
support form the New York State
Council on the Arts (1987-88-89),
Harkness Foundations for Dance,
Manhattan Community Arts Fund,
and Meet-the-Composer.
Single tickets for the
Creach/Koester Dance Company
are available for$l 8, $15, and $12.
Discount rates are offered to students and seniors, as well as groups
of 25 or more. For more information call (203) 254-4010.

Entertainment News
Maggie Hart
Staff Writer
News:
The 49th annual Golden
Globe Awards were passed out
last weekend. Among the winners
were BETTE MIDLER for her
role inForf/ie£o>\y,ROBIN WILLIAMS for Best Comic Actor in
The Fisher King, and C ANDACE
BERGEN, who received a special award honoring her talent as a
TV actress.
Casanova WARREN BEATTY seemed like a reformed man at
the Golden Globe ceremony. All he could talk about was his brand new
daughter, Caitlin Bening Beatty, born last week. BEATTY said that he
was fascinated with both Caitlin and her mother, the actress ANNETTE
BENING, whom BEATTY met on the set of Bugsy.
In other baby news, BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN has finally named
his infant daughter, who was born on December 30. SPRINGSTEEN
and his wife, E Street back-up singer PATTI SCALFIA, decided to
name their second child Jessica Ray Springsteen.
Filmmaker SPIKE LEE will be teaching a seminar on AfricanAmerican cinema at Harvard this spring. Films for LEE's class include
his own She's Gotta Have It, JOHN SINGLETON's Boyz in the Hood,
Sweet Sweetback' s Baadasssss Song and House Party.
Movies:
PRESIDENT BUSH' s recent trip to Japan seems to have affected
more than just the American car and comedy industries; even Hollywood is following BUSH's lead. In two new movies, Mr. Baseball and
The Rising Sun, the characters become involved with Japanese businesses.
Mr. Baseball, directed by FRANK SCHEPISI, stars TOM SELLECK
as an American playing with a Tokyo ball club. SEAN CONNERY's
next project could be The Rising Sun, in which he plays an L.A. cop investigating a murder in a Japanese company.
Hopefully neither of these movies will feature
someone getting sick at the dinner table!
RICHARD GERE, who recently wed
the pregnant supermodel
CINDI
CRAWFORD, is set to star in a tale of marriage. GERE and JODIE FOSTER will be
paired in an adaptation of DANIEL VIGNE's
The Return of Martin Guerre, a French medieval tale which starred GERARD DEPARDIEU. The remade film, entitled SOMMERSB Y, will be set in post-Civil War times.
Paramount's new release,/w/ce, inspired
violence when it opened last weekend, despite
Paramount's offering more security for theaters. In Long Island, police arrested a patron
carrying a semi-automatic into the theater; in
Boston, moviegoers fled when a group of men
fired shots into the ceiling; and in Philadelphia, gunshots rang out in the parking lot after
a showing of the movie.
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At Caldor,
Inc., our future
begins with you.
To those who display
executive qualities initiative, creativity, resolve,
flexibility, and leadership, we
offer our Executive Training
Program. Designed for those
who want to excel in business,
this program provides a smooth
transition from campus life to
our dynamic organization.
Join us and learn more about
how you can start building an
exciting future with a retailing
leader.
Please submit your resume
to the Career Placement
Office by January 30,1!
Caldor is an equal opportunity empbyer

TV:
Keep your eye on The Cosby Show, The
Golden Girls, Murder She Wrote, Knots Landing and Cheers, because these shows may not
be around much longer. Along with late night
talk show host JOHNNY CARSON, these
T. V. shows may be retiring in May. Stars such
as ESTELLE GETTY and BEA ARTHUR,
ANGELA LANDSBURY and BILL COSBY
have been showing signs of restlessness with
their long-running T.V. roles. Adding to the
problem are monstrous budgets and declining
ratings. Look for new spinoff sitcoms in the
fall season.
The 19th Annual American music
Awards special will be telecast from 8-11 PM
on ABC-TV, on next Monday, January 27,
1992. The special will be live from the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles, California.
Hosting the special is Rap star Hammer. 30 awards are presented in seven categories - Pop/Rock, Country, Soul/Rhythm &
Blues, Rap, Heavy Metal/Hard Rock, Adult
Contemporary and Dance Music - to outstanding performers as voted by the American record-buying public. Results are kept secret
until envelopes are opened during the telecast.
In addition, a special "Award of Merit" will be
presented to the "Godfather of Soul," James
Brown for his "outstanding contributions over
a long period of time, to the musical entertainment of the American public." Among those
scheduled to appear on the telecast are Paula
Abdul, Clint Black, Garth Brooks, Natalie
Cole, Color Me Badd, D.J. Jazzy Jeff & The
Fresh Prince, Lita Ford, Herbie Hancock,
Whitney Houston, Wynonna Judd, Eddie &
Gerald Levert, LL Cool J , and . Spinal Tap.
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Boy Gives Birth To
Alien At the Quick

"JFK": Art, Propaganda or Lie?
Niall McArdle
Staff Writer
In Oliver Stone's muchpublicized JFK, New Orleans'
District Attorney Jim Garrison
(Kevin Costner) says on hearing
of the Kennedy assassination: "I'm
ashamed to be an American today." Many feel that Stone himself should be ashamed to be an
American, considering his track
record of bashing Uncle Sam. His
avowedly leftist political stance
has served him well in the past, "docudrama" more suited to an
but with JFK, this film-making ABC miniseries than the big
superman fighting for Truth, Jus- screen. Stone's dizzying camera
tice and the American Way, has work and editing is as ever stupendous, and he successfully interattempted to rewrite history.
The film' s complex conspir- cuts real footage of Dallas with
acy theory screenplay is full of recreations of footage. And that is
paranoia, suspicion and wild ac- the problem: he is too successful.
cusation surrounding the events For many audiences, especially
of November 22, 1963. No one those too young or too lazy to
escapes the real-life Garrison's bother wondering for themselves
(and the real-life Stone's) mixture about JFK's death, this movie will
of fact and fiction: CIA, FBI, The become history. Not so much "Art
Cubans, Lyndon Johnson. The imitating Life," as millions of
main premise that Kennedy (who American lives manipulated
is completely deified, of course) through art.
Okay, so we know the
was murdered so that LBJ could
escalate the Vietnam War is lost in Oswald single-bullet theory is B.S.
a movie that purportedly aims to But Stone magically uncovers
seek out the truth, but ends up a evidence from nowhere to support
sensationalist
overlone his view, as in the scene where

XH n

"X" (Donald Sutherland) tells
Garrison about years of covert
operations in ten minutes flat. Such
scenes are abundant in JFK. Is
Stone an artist with a story to tell
or just a lying S.O.B.? Ironically,
at the end of this scene Sutherland
says, "Fundamentally, people are
suckers for the Truth."
One of the movie's main
flaws is the miscasting of Costner
in the central role of the stubborn
D.A. So weak and bland is his
performance that he is in danger of
fading into the scenery, as all those
around him make brief cameos
and steal the show: Jack Lemmon,
Walter Matthau, Tommy Lee
Jones, and a stunning Joe Pesci.
When Costner does finally get the
chance to shine in the film's long
closing monologue, he gives a trite
patronizing spiel about Kennedy,
Justice, Truth, Hitler and Tennyson! (I kid you not.)
Stone has always been fascinated by the controversial' sixties,
but he needs to learn to respect his
'nineties audience, not patronize
them. The movie is "dedicated to
the Young, in whose spirit the
search for truth continues."
Don't get me wrong: JFK is
technically an excellent movie, but

The College Consortium for International
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participated in CCIS programs in 1989-1990.

STUDY IN IRELAND
Fall 1992
University of Limerick

St. Patrick's College
Maynooth, Ireland

just remember
that it is just one
version of "the
truth." Sometimes the Big Lie
can be comforting.
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Matt Chambers
Contributing Writer
"I wet my pants and I'm proud of it!" screamed an innocent student
at last Friday's performance of the hypnotist, Jim Wand. This, his third
year at Fairfield, Wand once again had the audience falling out of their
seats, even those of us who weren't hypnotized. It was easy to see why
he has become one of the top acts performing at colleges throughout the
country.
After putting about thirty students into a hypnotic trance, Wand
manipulated them through high speed car chases, crash landings in
planes, and even had each hypnotized guy on stage believing he had just
delivered a baby. When asking these proud fathers about how they had
gotten pregnant, Wand received such hilarious responses as, "I was
screwed by an alien," "I was at this party...," "It must have broke," and
"I have to go to confession."
When the babies were all safely in their nurseries, Wand extracted
a few dance steps from the group that had the crowd in hysterics. With
all of the closet M.C. Hammer imitations, break dancers and lewd
gestures displayed, perhaps FUSA should hire a hypnotist the next time
they try to sponsor a non-alcoholic dance in the Oak Room.
Another funny exchange was watching "Dr. Steve Shannon," an
acclaimed tongue specialist, recommend that his patient who could not
seem to speak be sent to the hospital immediately. It was ironic that later
on in the show, the doctor could not seem to correct his own oral
affliction of only being able to speak in terms of numbers.
Wand concluded his performance by staging a Madonna concer
complete with a hypnotized band and dancers, and of course, Madonna
herself: junior Kevin Johnson. Kevin sang and danced her/his way
through the classic "Like A Virgin," baring his navel and grabbing his
crotch accordingly. It was amazing to see how clearly the people on
stage were convinced they were part of the Material Girl's entourage.
In concluding his show, Wand told the hypnotized group that
whatever they wanted to improve about themselves, be it to quit
smoking, lose weight, or have better study habits, everyone would find
it easier to accomplish their goals. Based on the fact that Wand has
worked with such far ranging people as the Chicago Bears and the Judds,
there must be some kind of power within the mind that is uncovered
through hypnosis. And if you are unsure, just go ask Tarzan and Jane,
who jumped up in the middle of the auditorium to show just how much
affection they had for one another.
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Fairfield fs Hall of Fame
to admit 3 new members

Brian Marks
Staff Writer

(PR)-The Fairfield University Alumni Association will induct three members to
the Athletic Hall of Fame on Saturday, January 25. Carlolyn Hodges('84), Thomas
Meyers( '82), and Rev. Victor Leeber, S. J. will be honored at halftime of the Stags 3:30 game
against Loyola(MD).
Hodges, an integral member of the Lady Stags basketball program, was an all
MAAC selection in 1983, and the team's MVP in 1982-83 and 1983-84. She is seventh on
the all time scoring list with 1,136 points, and third in rebounding with 760.
Meyers is only the fourth football player to make the hall of fame. He led the team
in rushing and scoring in each of his four years, and was named to the all-conference team
each season.
Rev. Leeber is affectionately known as the "Father of Athletics" at Fairfield. He
founded the cross country team in 1947, the first intercollegiate team for the Stags. He was
the chaplain for the football and swim teams, academic advisor for the men's basketball
team, and a member of the faculty athletic committee.

THREE POINT SHOOTOUT: Seventeen players have advanced into the second
round of the 3 point shootout. Sophomore Matt Barron led this group with a score of 18.
The rest of the qualifiers, in descending order, are: Mike McCarthy, Matt Baron, Warren
Brini, James Kennedy, Chris Roberge, Jim Cronin, Brian Marks, Matt Sordi, Mike
Troknya, Dr. John Orman, Mark Callahan, Mike Anderson, Mark Kirsch, John O'Leary,
Derrick Scenna, and Mike O'Donnell. The second round was held last evening.

F.U. Sports Recap: Swimming
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
MEN'S SWIMMING: The
men's swim team defeated
Brooklyn College this past week
by a score of 107-78. Fairfield
swept the diving events with impressive performances by Matt
Baron and Brian Keegan. The
team dominated in the 200 meter

individual medley and 100 meter
backstroke, led by Paul Taglia ,
and also won the 200 meter medley relay which comprised of
Taglia, Tom Stevenson, Chris
McTague, and Bill O'Keefe.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: The
women's team also trounced
Brooklyn 115-60. Fairfield took
first in all but two events in this
meet. Highlights included Kim

Bannan taking
first in the 800
meter freestyle
and the 100 meter Backstroke,
and Catharine
Bassi sweeping
the 1 meter and 3
meter diving
events.

BASKETBALL PLAYOFF PREVIEW: The intramural basketball playoffs will
begin tonight, and all of the leagues are shaping up to be very competitive, with no clear
cut choices to take the title. Here is a brief outlook of each division.
A League:
Blue Penguins(2-1 odds)- This two time defending champ has the most playoff experience and will rise to their new challengers.
Raging Mayhem(3-1)- A physical team who beat the Penguins in the regular season
may have the depth to do it again.
Lethal Weapons 3(5-1)- The undefeated Weapons could continue their winning streak,
but are hampered by a new front line.
White Bred(lO-l)- They have yet to win a game, but could heat up from the outside.
RestofField-50-1.
B League.The early favorites are Wedgie Fever, followed closely by Anguish, White
Shadows, and the longshot team of Gino and the Boyz.
C League.The Doctors of Dunk, Wiz of Biz, and Da Ringos seem to be the teams to beat.
Women: The big favorite here is Crazy Eights, with Just Kidding being a reach.
Co-Ed: A two team race between IM-We Are, and the Roosters and the Hens.

Over the past three seasons, free agency inprofessional sports
has become big business. After beginning in major league
baseball, basketball, football, and even hockey now have some
form of free agency. Multi-million dollar contracts like the
ones signed by Bobby Bonilla and Danny Tartabull have
become commomplace. However, this was not always the case.
As recently as twenty years ago, free agency was unheard of.
That leads us to this week's question: Who was the first free
agent to switch teams, and what were the two teams involved?
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And You'll End Up
In Court.

The Place to be.

W0H!i$

M-F 9-8
SAT. 9-4 SUN. 9-1

The Fairfield Mirror

..
sun tan studio

Study for the LSAT on Campus at Fairfield
SAVE!! Kaplan and the Fairfield U. Continuing Ed Dept offer
this course at a discount.
Prepare here for the June 15 EXAM - Repeat the course FREE
anywhere in the country for the Oct. Exam.
Call 1-800-735-PREP

366-3133
585 Villa Ave.
Ffid., CT. 06430

Now a Full Service Salon
Nails by Trishia

HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405
(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR) Tyla & Bill Stephens

J STANLEY H. KAPLAN

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

®

• SEMESTER SPECIAL *
$

ONLY 129
WITH VALID COLLEGE ID
25,000 Sq. Ft.
Personalized Training Programs
Full Schedule of Aerobic Classes
Cardiovascular + Weight Equipment
Indoor Track

• Nutritionanalysis
• Juice and Nutrition Bar
• Suntanning
• Qualified Professional Staff
AND MUCH MORE!

CALL OR STOP BY TODAY! 334-5505
665 Commerce Dr./Black Rock Tpke. (Near BJ's)

Sports
Ladies, still trying to get on track,
win only once over break

The Fairfield Mirror

Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer

Redmen of St. John's. The Lady
Stags scored 16 points off of St.
John's turnovers, but lost the contest by a score of 77-65. Elser hit
21 points and Abromovitch, Massari, and Sue Bly each hit 5 baskets.
The ladies lost a heartbreaker
in double overtime to Seton Hall,
70-63. Elser had 22 points and 13
rebounds, Kelly Sheehan hit 6
baskets and Massari had 11 total
rebounds. The Lady Stags made
75% of their free throws on the
night.

Over the break, the Lady
Stags took on some tough opponents, including UCONN, and
came back this semester with a 14 record in those games. This
contest resulted in a 60-58
UCONN victory. Despite this,
Trish Elser had 17 points with 7
rebounds, Kate Abromovitch sunk
13 points, and Robin Massari had
12 points with 6 rebounds.
Next, the ladies took on the
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Men play well over
break, but come back
with 2-5 record

Fairfield took on St. Francis,
and won by a 24 point margin 7450. Bly was good for 19 points,
and Abromovitch and Massari for
12 points. Freshman Lauren Reitwiessner had 4 points and 4 rebounds on the night. 75% of all 3
pointers were made.
The final opponent over
break for the Lady Stags were the
Yale Bulldogs, who were victorious by a score of 64-60. Bly had
23 points and Abromovitch and
Elser each had 18 points.

Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer
The Stags of Fairfield took
on seven opponents over the
Christmas break, and came home
with a 2-5 mark.
The Stags opened the break
with a big loss to Iowa State, 9259. During this game, the Stags
were only able to get 8 points off
of turnovers.
Drew Henderson had 14
points including 6 free throws, and
Kris Steele and Craig Martin each
had 12 points.
In the next game, the Stags
bounced back and defeated Harvard 76-60. Kevin George was
hot for 20 points and 4 of 5 three
pointers.
Henderson had 17 points
and 10 rebounds on the night. The
Stags got 36 total points off of
turnovers.
In their third game, the Stags
lost to Rice in overtime by a score
of 78-77. Johnnie Jones had 18
points and shot 100% form the
line.
Henderson had 17 points

Important Intramural Dates
January 27-29: Volleyball Signups.
February 3: Schick 3-on-3 tournament. 1 Day only, til 8p.m.
February 8: Schick 3-on-3 tourney.
February 24-26: Softball Signups.
"There is a strong need for volleyball and softball officials. Anyone interested contact the intramural office.

Stags' Hoops Game of the Week Preview

GUARANTEED!!
LOWEST PRICES
BY $50!!

Who: Men's Basketball team(0-3 MAAC, 3-10 overall).
Opponent: Loyola, Maryland(2-4,5-10).
When: Saturday, January 25.
Where: Alumni Hall, Fairfield University.
Time: 3:30 p.m., with Hall of Fame Inductions to take place at halftime.
Players to watch:
Loyola: Senior Kevin Green and Boston College transfer Michael Reese.
Fairfield: Juniors Drew Henderson, Kevin George, and Johnnie Jones.
What to look for:
The Greyhounds, who have posted wins over Canisius and Siena, are a team that the
Stags must beat if they are to get back into the thick of the MAAC race. They have been
playing well, but have also been squandering several double digit leads, not a good sign.
Henderson has become a true offensive force, averaging around 15 ppg. The Stags must stop
Green and Reese, who are second and third in the MAAC in scoring at 20.2 and 19.7,
respectively, if they are going to win this contest.

SPRING BREAK '92
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas

HEATWAVE VACATIONS INC.
Call MIKE at
256-0029
kafe'%2>
CALL NOW!!

M

331-1100

• ..

■

Free Spring Break Trips
Along With Spending Money!
To:

Cancun • Jamaica • Barbados
Orlando • Dautona • Bahamas

"reatlve

For More
Information
rave I <MUnlimitedM» OliL

1-800-528-7914

>

335-3000

PIZZA & MORE

Ask For Our
Special Discount
on Large Order's

and 8 rebounds, and George had
15 points and also shot 100% from
the line.
The Stags also took on Canisius, but lost 86-81. George had
27 points, including 5 three pointers for the night, and Henderson
had 21 points and 11 rebounds.
The men then lost another
close one to Niagara 67-62. George
was hot for 16 points and shot
100% from the line and Tim
Schwartz hit 15 points on the night.
81% of total free throws were
made.
The next game saw the Stags
win by a score of 77-70 over Bucknell.
Jones had 21 points including 6 of 7 free throws and Henderson had 17 points with 9 rebounds
for the night.
The last break opponent for
the Stag were Yale Bulldogs, in
which Yale won 87-78.
On the night, Craig Martin
hit 15 points including 9 of 11 free
throws, Jones had 14 points, including 4 of 5 free throws, and
Tim Schwartz had 13 points and 3
rebounds.

FREE DELIVERY

ONE COUPON

Serving most of Fairfield & Bridgeport

PER ORDER

Pizzas * Dinners * Calzones - Sandwiches •• Salads
LARGE PIZZA
1 Topping
1 Lit. of Coke

$999

BUY
2 LARGE PIZZAS
Get A Medium
CHEESE PIZZA

FREE

ONE FREE
TOPPING
with the
purchase of
a LARGE PIZZA

BUY

BUY

2 SANDWICHES

3 SANDWICHES

Get A

Get

FREE LITER
of SODA

1 SANDWICH
FREE!

2 LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS
for

$1150
Tax included

This Week: Recap of
Stags ' recent play; Hall of
Fame announces inductees;
Barron leads 3 point shootout pp. 14-16.

SPORTS

Stags lose on buzzer beater
Saints come marching in; leave crawling
with narrow win
Fred Vital
Staff Writer
The Stags(3-10,0-3) had
another heart-breaking loss, losing to the Siena Saints(l 1-5,4-1)
65-63.
Down 12 points in the second half the Stags just wouldn't
give up. They began to chip away
relentlessly at the Siena lead. One
turnover after another kept the
Stags in the game. Finally with a
little less than three minutes left on
the clock the Stags regained the
lead when Drew Henderson(13
points, 12 rebounds) hit both ends
of a one and one. With just 60
seconds left on the clock the Stags
had the ball and a good chance of
winning the game.
After a missed shot, Fairfield got its own rebound and now
held the ball for the last shot. With
19 ticks of the clock left Fairfield
called a time out to set up a play.
Johnnie Jones got the ball off the

inbound and was ready to run the
play. As the seconds ticked away
Alumni Hall roared as the fans
were on their feet cheering for the
Stags. Then the crowd was silenced when the referee blew the
whistle and stopped play with 7.6
seconds left. The call...five seconds on Jones. No one could believe it!!!
Now Fairfield focused
towards overtime. There was no
way they would let this one slip
away. The Saints came out of the
time-out and guard Doremus Bennerman took the shot. It went off
the side of the rim and landed in the
lap of Siena Forward Andy Grazilus, who, with no time left threw
up a shot that fell at the buzzer.
The Stags were in shock. They had
played incredibly well, but had let
another potential victory slip right
by them.
The Stags looked very
impressive against the Saints. It
seems that things are just not going

Fairfield's way. Close games
against Canisius, Niagara, Yale and
now Siena can prove that. Coach
Paul Cormier said "The kids played
tough to get into the game in it's
final seconds. It's good that the
team was in a position to win
against an excellent Siena team."
The Stags simply need to get on a
roll for things to fall their way. A
couple of back to backs will improve confidence.
Kevin George played extremely well scoring 19 points, 13
in the second half. George seems
to do most of the scoring when the
Stags need it most. He has kept the
Stags consistently in the game
while they are down by a lot. He
shows excellent signs of leadership and experience that the team
needs. Craig Martin and Chris
Barry both played well off the
bench.
STAG NOTES The Stags are
shooting 73.5 % from the free throw
line.

Lady Stags trounce Niagara,
94-66
Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer
The Lady Stags balanced
attack bombarded Niagara University in the second half Sunday
afternoon at Alumni Hall to seize
a 94-66 victory over the 5-8 Lady
Eagles.
Fairfield had a nine point
lead at halftime which appeared
even slimmer when Kate Abromovitch picked up herfourth foul
in the opening moments of the
second half. However, Aimee
Auerbeck, replacing Abromovitch, played one of her best
games of the year scoring 11
points and playing tough defense.
The Lady Eagles played a zone
defense hoping to thwart the
inside game of Fairfield's 6'3"
center Trish Elser who dominated inside scoring 14 points in
the first half. The zone opened
up shots for Sue Bly and Erin
Mooney who proceeded to take
advantage of the situation. The
Lady Stags threw on a half-court
trap later on in the half which further frustrated the Niagara squad.
When the Lady Eagles returned
to man-to-man defense, Elser
continued her low post domination pumping in 10 of her 24 in
the second half. Along with her
24 points, she had 13 rebounds, 2
blocked shots, and four steals
leading the way for Fairfield.
Niagara remained close in
the first half largely due to the
efforts of off-guard Kim Kuhn.
She netted five three pointers on
six attempts, scoring 17 points in
the first half alone. The Lady
Stags couldn't stop Kuhn in the

second half as she hit two more tries and ending the game with a total
of 33 points (7-9 on 3 pointers).
Mooney added a spark to the Fairfield engine when she entered
the game in the first half. Mooney will be seen more often now in Lady
Stag games because of Mary-Lu Mattot's unfortunate medial meniscus
tear in her right knee, leaving her out of action for the rest of the season.
Mooney pushed the ball up with the necessary confidence that a point
guard must possess. Her 11 points and 5 assists were highs for the
season.
Mooney and Auerbeck scoring a combined twenty-two points off
the bench was a key factor in the victory. Coach Dianne Nolan said of
Mooney's performance, "She can put the ball in the basket. It wasn't
her role in high school so she's still a little bit shy about it, but I thought
she did a real
nice job today."
Nolan
said
about Auerbeck, "Aimee
had a great
game. ..In practice she's a pure
shooter and
you knew in
one of these
games she was
going to be able
to do that."
Sue Bly,
who has been a
happy surprise
this year for
Coach Nolan.
Nolan
said
about her fine
play this year,
"Sue has just
completely
stepped up.
She's been in
the background
her whole career-she's just
really taken
senior leadership on this Lady Stags' Sue Bly, who hit for 23 points in a
recent loss to Yale
photo: file
year."

Next Week: Stags, Lady
Stags in action; Hoop playoffs begin; Do all coaches
receive equal pay for equal
work?

The
Coach's
Corner
Finally, a Super
Bowl that we were
looking for
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
In the game that everybody was looking forward to, the
Washington Redskins and the Buffalo Bills are set to clash in Super
Bowl XXVI on Sunday. For the first time in several years, the top team
in each conference has advanced to the big game.
In their two playoff games, the Redskins have looked very
impressive, totally dominating the Falcons and the Lions, while the
Bills looked rather mediocre in their narrow victory over the Broncos.
However, the same was true of the conference playoffs last year, with
one team looking unbeatable and the other just sneaking in, and the
lesser team went home with the title.
As much as I'd like to see the Bills win, if I were a betting man
I would have to go with the Redskins. Their key, as I've said for years,
was to get a healthy, and not even a successful, year out of Mark
Rypien. With as much talent as they had, their only missing link was
a constant signal caller, and they finally got it. At this point, I think that
unless he gets injured in this game, which is a very real possibility, the
Skins will win a close one, 27-20.
Sticking with football, I was glad to see the other Washington team, the University Huskies, come away with at least half of the
mythical national championship. However, after seeing them destroy
an extremely talented Michigan team, and make Desmond Howard
disappear better than David Copperfield could have, I was very upset
that they did not capture the title all by themselves. Sure, Miami was
number one going into the bowl games, and yes, they did handily beat
a very tough Nebraska(remember, they couldn 't even beat a Colorado
team that wasn't in the top 20 at season's end) team in the Orange
Bowl, but voters are supposed to vote for the best team, and I think that
Washington proved that they are the best team.
When the Yankees signed Danny Tartabull, they got him
for a bargain. Considering that his numbers are slightly better than
Bobby Bon ilia, and that they were able to get him for $5 million less
than Bonilla, the market seems almost ludicrous. With that extra
money, they were able to go out and sign utility man Mike Gallego,
getting two players for the same price as the Mets got one.
Is it just me, or does it seem like the New York media loves
to hate George Steinbrenner? No matter what he does, or doesn't do,
it is somehow related to him. Case in point: when the winter meetings
were held, and the Yankees made no moves, everyone in New York
blamed Steinbrenner for putting a noose around G.M. Gene Michael
for the sake of going with a youth movement. They criticized him for
not spending the money on Bonilla, or Jack Morris, or Steve Buechele, and blamed everything on him. Then, after the Yanks signed
Tartabull, the same writers said that the signing must have come
directly from Steinbrenner, and he was wrong for spending that kind
ofmoneyonafreeagent. Poor George. When he stands still, they say
he should move, and when he moves, they say he should have stayed
still.
Is the NBA really serious about creating a 13th roster spot for
Earvin 'Magic' Johnson on the All-Star team? They can't be serious,
can they? You bet they are. In one of the most idiotic(I would have
used different words if this wasn't being printed) moves of all time,
they are going to allow a man who is no longer in the league represent
the league in the Ail-Star game. Hell, if they are going to do that, why
not create roster spots for Wilt Chamberlain, Julius Erving, and
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar? Sure, I like Magic as a person, but he doesn't
belong in the All-Star game. That is why they have an old timer's
game-for people who have retired from the game.
The Olympics, however, is a completely different issue.
Magic, if healthy, has as much right as anybody else in the country to
represent our team in Barcdlona. If he can go, then let him play.

